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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Velocity Control Propulsion Subsystem (VCPS) vas designed,
manufactured and tested by Hamilton Standard under contract
to Goddard Space Flight Center for use on the Radio Astronom-
ical Explorer (RAE-B). The purpose of the VCPS is to provide
the propulsion required for trajectory and lunar orbit correc-
tions of the spacecraft. A GFE clamp assembly physically attaches
the VCPS to the spacecraft and the unit is ejected after com-
pleting the required corrections. The VCPS is physically and
functionally separated from the spacecraft except for the elec-
trical and telemetry interfaces.
A GFE transtage provides the superstructure on which the VCPS is
assembled. The subsystem consists of two 5 Ibf rocket engine
assemblies (REAs), k propellant tanks, 2.latching valves, 2 fill
and drain valves, a system filter, pressure transducer, gas and
propellant manifolds and electrical heaters and thermostats.
Figures 1 and 2 provide schematics of the fluid and electrical
systems respectively. A series of photographs of the VCPS are
presented in Appendix A to provide a visual reference of the unit.
The RAE-B VCPS program covered the design, manufacture and
qualification of one subsystem. This subsystem was to be manu-
factured, subjected to qualification tests; and refurbished, if
•necessary, prior to flight. The VCPS design and test program
precluded the need for refurbishing the subsystem and the unit
was delivered to GSFC at the conclusion of the program
described herein.
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2.0 ' SUMMARY
The VCPS was acceptance tested per Hamilton Standard Plan of
Test SVHS 5618 and met all test requirements; The unit was
released for qualification testing on 2k March 1972.
Qualification testing was performed in accordance with Hamilton
Standard Plan of Test SVHS 5619. Testing was grouped into
structural, environmental and firing performance tests. Appro-
priate base point and monitoring tests were included before and
after each significant test sequence. All testing was conducted
at Hamilton Standard with the exception.of Mass Properties,
Acceleration and Thermal Verification; these tests were performed
at GSFC, D. T. Brown and General Electric; respectively.
The qualification testing was completed on 18 August 1972. Two
hardware discrepancies were encountered and successfully resolved
.during qualification program. The first involved an REA heater
and was detected during the first electrical test when the REA/
tank heater circuit gave an incorrect resistance reading. An
analysis of the REA heater malfunction was performed, reference
GSFC malfunction report #D02908, and as a result, all flight and
flight spare heaters were replaced with new equipment manufactured
in accordance with more stringent procedures to prevent a recurr-
ence of the malfunction.
The second anomaly occurred during the thermal verification test
conducted at General Electric, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania in its
solar simulation chamber. The VCPS thermal control subsystem
was unable to maintain the propellant tanks and line, temperatures
to specification requirements. Hamilton Standard subsequently
modified the tank thermal analysis by incorporating the test results
and changed the tank coating pattern as required to maintain a
1|50F min. fuel temperature. The propellant line insulation was
redesigned and the heater power changed to provide the required
line temperatures. A thermal vacuum test of the VCPS verified
the acceptabiity of these modifications.
Subsequent to the delivery of the VCPS, a need for modification of
the gas manifold was established; a copy of the report on that hard-
ware change is included in Appendix E.
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3.0 ACCEPTANCE TEST
The VCPS acceptance test was designed to verify the proper assembly
of the wiring harness, the operation of the electrical components
and the leakage integrity of the manifold and the flow control
valves. Testing was performed in accordance with Hamilton Standard
Specification SVHS 5618.
After the VCPS was fully assembled and passivated, the acceptance
test was started with a visual examination of the unit. The unit
met all drawing requirementsJ some cosmetic defects were noted
and repaired. The acceptance test was successfully completed on
3/18/72. Table 1 is a summarization of the Acceptance testing and
shows the test sequence and provides a brief description of the
test requirements and results.
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TABLE I
RAE-B VCPS ACCEPTANCE TEST SUMMARY
SVHSER 6226
References
Test
No. Test Name
Examination of Product
Electrical Check
SVHS5619
Para.
U.5.1
U.5.2
AT Sheet
Page
6-27
3 Proof Pressure
U Internal Leakage
5 External Leakage
6 Dry Weight
7 Post Test Inspection
.^5.5
U.5.3
29 - 31
32 - 3^
35 - U3
28
Specification Requirement
Visual Examination. Inspection of installation
dimensions.
Verify VCPS electrical interface.
Pressure Transducer
PSIA Req'd Output (±.05 VDC)
100 1.61 ± .05 VDC
200 3.12 ± .05 VDC
260 U.62 ± .05 VDC
REA & Latch Valves
Determine baselin^values for resistance, opening
response and closing response. ;
Thermistor
Calibrate within 10% at ambient temperature.
Heaters
Circuit resistance within 5$ of:
REA & Tank 20.5 ohms
REA 72.0 ohms
Bracket 36.0 ohms
Line lUU. 0 ohms
Proof ^50 psia min.
Collapse 5 nun Hg max.
8 scc/hr GNp for sum of latching valves or thrust
control valves.
Total VCPS external leakage shall not exceed
1 x 10"^  sec/sec He.
VCPS dry weight less GFE shall not exceed 20.5 Ibs
Review tests for compliance to specification
requirements. Visual Examination
Test Results
Unit passed visual examination. All dimensions within
drawing requirements.
All circuits demonstrated proper continuity and pin usage.
Pressure Output
100 psia
200 psia
300 psia
Actual
Resistance
Opening
.Closing
Actual: Arab.
REA
#1
Ui.6
13 ms
38 ms
temp.
1.59 VDC
3.13 VDC
h. 67 VDC
REA Latch
#2 #1
ohms U7.5
15 ms 25 ms
• .28,-ms 26 ms
70.8°F
Latch
#2
ohms
25 ms
2t ms
Tank #1 70.1°F Line 70°F
Tank #2 70.1°F Bracket 70.1°F
Actual;
21.0 ohms
7U.U ohms
3U.8 ohms
. 2 ohms
The VCPS fluid manifold and tanks suffered no permanent de-
formation after being subjected to U52 psia proof and 1.8
mm Hg collapse pressure.
Latching Valves
Thrust Control Valves
1.25 scc/hr
O.k scc/hr
Actual: ^.7 x 10~6 sec/sec He
Actual: 19.257 Ibs
Unit met all acceptance test requirements. Unit passed
visual examination.
POLDOUT..PAMSJ
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k.O QUALIFICATION TEST
Qualification testing was conducted in accordance with Hamilton
Standard specification SVHS5619 and appropriate operation sheets.
An additional thermal vacuum test was run after the completion of
the original sequence due to the out of specification conditions
which occurred in the thermal verification test sequence 19- A
sequential tabulation of the qualification test program is given
in Table II. Each of the test sequences is summarized in Table
III and a more detailed description of each test is provided in
the following paragraphs.
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TABLE II
RAE-B VCPS QUALIFICATION TEST SEQUENCE
Test
1. System Firing Base Point
2. Decontamination and Contamination Check
3. Internal Leakage
External Leakage
4. Electrical Check
5. Mass Properties
6. Contamination Check
T. Acceleration
8. Contamination Check
9. Internal Leakage
External Leakage
10. Electrical Check
11. Vibration
12. Contamination Check
13. Proof Pressure
14. Internal Leakage
15. Alignment
16. Electrical
IT. External Leakage
18. Visual Examination
19. Thermal Verification
20. Contamination Check
21. Thermal Vacuum
22. Contamination Check
23. Internal Leakage
External Leakage
24. Electrical Check
25. Spin Firing
26. System Firing Base Point
27. Wet Weight
28. Mission Profile
;29.. Extreme Temperature and Vacuum Firing
30. Decontamination and Contamination Check
31. Insulation Verification
32. Contamination Check
33. Alignment
34. Internal Leakage
External Leakage
35. Electrical Check
36. Post Test Inspection
Completion Date
3/25/72
3/25/72
3/26/72
3/27/72
3/28/72
4/6/72
4/6/72
4/11/72
V13/T2
V13/72
4/14/72
V19/72
V19/72
V20/72
VSO/72
4/20/72
4/21/72
4/22/72
4/22/72
5/9/72
5/H/72
5/19/72
6/1/72
6/1/72
6/2/72
6/3/72
6/7/72
6/9/72
6/9/72
6/10/72
6/19/72
6/20/72
7/28/72
7/28/72
', 8/14/72
8/15/72
8/16/72
8/18/72
8/23/72
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TABLE III
RAE-B VCPS QUALIFICATION TEST SUMMARY
References
Test
Sequence Test Name
1 System Firing Basepoint
2 Decontamination and
Contamination Check
Spec. AT Sheet
Para. Pages Specification Requirement
U.3.1 1-6 Provide baseline performance impulse vs. time for VCPS.
U.3.2 7-11 Cleanliness Verification
Particle Size No. Allowable
0-5 microns Unlimited
5-10 1200
10 - 25 200
25 - 50 50
50 - 100 5
100 0
50 metallic 0
Test Results
See Sequence 26.
Actual No.
—
25
k
2
1
0
0
Leakage
Electrical
4.3.3 12 - 25 Allowable internal leakage
Sum of Latch Valves 8 scc/hr GN2
Sum of Thrust Control Valves 8 scc/hr GN2
External Leakage 1 x 10-^  sec/sec He
26 - 50 Pressure Transducer
PSIA Output Req'd
100 1.61 ± .05 VDC
200 3.12 ± .05 VDC
260 4.01 ± .05 VDC
Thermistor
Calibrate to within 10$ of amb. temp.
Ambient 73.5°F
Heaters
Circuit resistance shall be:
REA and Tank
REA
Bracket
Line
20.5 ± 1 ohm
72 ± 3.6 ohms
36 ±1.8 ohms
±7.2 ohms
Valves Current and voltage traces of the latching
and thrust control valves actuation shall exhibit
standard characteristics.
Sum of Latch Valves O.U scc/Hr GNp
Sum of REAs 0.2 scc/hr GN^
Total VCPS External Leakage 2.6 x 10~6 sec/sec He
Pressure Output
101 psia
200 psia
258 psia
Actual
Tank #1
Tank #2
1.62 VDC
3.12 VDC
3.97 VDC
73.5°F
71° F
Line
Bracket
Actual Resistance
20.8 ohms
73.8 ohms
35.0 ohms
1^ 3.0 ohms
Visual examination of valve traces showed no discrepancies.
|X)LDOUT FRAME
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TABLE III (continued)
Test
Sequence
6
8
Test Name
Mass Properties
Contamination
Acceleration
Contamination
References
Spec.
Para.
U.3.5
U.3.2
AT Sheet
Pages
55
Specification Requirement
50 - 53 Center of Mass: ± 0.015 of 2 axis
Static Balance: 20 oz-in max
Dynamic Balance: 250 oz-in- max
5^- Same as Sequence 2
- 57 Simultaneous application of
3 g's in the +X and lU.7 g's in the +Z
3 g's in the +Y and 1^.7 g's in the +Z
58 - 60 Same as Sequence
SVHSER 6226
Test Results
Testing performed at GSFC. Reference RASA GSFC Mass
Properties Report Appendix E of this report.
Actual 'To. Particles
10
8
7
1
0
0
Test performed at D. T. Brown
Resultant-load. 15 g's applied at 137.5 in at 62 RPM
for 1 minute.
Actual No. Particles
2.5
1
10
Leakage
Electrical
•^•3.3 61 - 73 Same as Sequence 3«
7^-91 Same as Sequence- k.
0
0
Sura of Latching Valves
Sum of REAs
Total VCPS External
l.U scc/hr GN2
0.6 scc/hr GNg
. 15 x 10~^  sec/sec He
Pressure Transducer
Pressure
105 psia
202 psia
260 psia
Thermistor;
Room Ambient
Tank #1
Tank #2
Output
1.67 VDC
3.16 VDC
3.99 VDC
76°F
75°F Line
7^°F Bracket
75.5°F
75° F
IOLDOUT FRAME FRAME
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TABLE III (continued)
Test
Sequence Test Name
11
12
Vibration
Contamination
References
Spec.
Para..
.^3.7
U.3.2
AT Sheet
Pages Specification Requirement
92 - Vibration - See Appendix C for levels required
and visual examination for structural damage.
99 - 100 Same as Sequence 2.
: SVHSER 6226
Test Results
Heater Circuit Resistance
REA and Tank: 20.8 ohms
REA 73.8 ohms
Bracket 3k.75 ohms
Line 1U3.0 ohms
Visual examination of valve traces showed no discrepancies.
See Appendix C for control accelerometer plots. No
structural damage noted.
Actual No. Particles
13 Proof
ih Internal Leakage
15> Engine Alignment
16 Electrical
U.3.8 102 5^0 ± 10 psia.
U.3.3 103 - 10^ Same as Sequence 3
U.3.10 117 - 118 Each REA must be within ±30 minutes of the
spacecraft center of gravity location.
119 - 136 Same as Sequence U.
2
1
0
0
0
0
1+50 psia, visually examination showed no structural damage.
Sum of latching valves: 1 scc/hr GN? max.
Sum of REAs: Nil
Actual misalignment:
REA #1 9« 0 minutes max.
REA #2 7.5 minutes max.
Pressure Transducer
Pressure Output
101 psia
205 psia
258.h psia
1.62 VDC
3.20 VDC
3.98 VDC
Thermistors; Ambient temperature
Tank 1 75°F Bracket 7^ .5°
Tank 2 7^ .5°F Line 75°F
75°F
Hamilton
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TABLE III (continued.)
References
Test
Sequence Test Name
Spec.
Para.
AT Sheet
Pages
17
18
19
External Leakage
Visual Examination
Thermal Verification U.S.11 137
1U5
20 Contamination Check U.3.2
Specification Requirement
Total VCPS external leakage shall be
1 x 1C~^  sec/sec He max. ".
Visually examine the VCPS for physical damage.
No recorded VCPS temperature shall exceed the range
of U5°F to lUo°F.
The VCPS tank electrical heaters shall not be re-
quired to actuate in the 2 hour cold .case.
Same as Sequence 2.
SVHSER 6226
Test Results
Heater Resistances
REA and Tank 20.9 ohms
REA 73.8 ohms
Bracket 3U. 9 ohms
Line lU-2.8 ohms
Visual examination of valve traces showed no discrepancies.
Actual .13 x 10-U sec/sec He
No discrepancies were noted.
Propellant line temperatures were below U5°F in the 60°
cruise condition.
Propellant line and tank temperatures were below U5°F in
both 60° and 0° case.
The tank heater actuated in the 0°, cold case.
Corrective action for this malfunction is detailed in
the engineering report of Appendix D. ....
Actual No. Particles
21 Thermal Vacuum .12 1U6
155
Temperature cycle the VCPS between U5°F and lUO°F;
6 times;
a) Thrust Control Valves - power drain shall not
exceed 10 watts
b) Latch Valve shall actuate as indicated by
position switch
c) A thermostates shall actuate between 55 - 5°F
and deactuate between 65 * 5°F.
16
12
2
1
0
0
a) Thrust Control Valve's average power:
REA #1 REA #2
@ U5 F 1.38 watts
@ lUo°F 1.17 watts
b) No discrepancies.
@ 5^°F 1.38 watts
@ 1UO°F 1.17 watts
FRAMI 12
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TABLE III (continued)
Test
Sequence Test Name
References
AT Sheet
Pages Specification Requirement
SVHSER 6226
Test Results
NOTE: (*) The recorded line and tank thermostat
temperatures during the first three cycles were in
error due to the time lag in the VCPS temperature
duration.
YCLE
On Off On Off On Off On Off
,5
On Off On Off
Line
Bracket
Tank •
(*) <*) (*) (*)
56
52.0
(*)
(*)
22 Contamination Check 156
158
Same as Sequence 2.
23 Leakage
Electrical Check
U.3.3 159
171
172
189
Same as Sequence
Same as Sequence U.
55.5
52.5
65.
(*)
52.5 (*) 53
56.0 6U.5 55.0
52.5 (*) 52.7 66.5 52.5 67
°Y
Actual No. Particles
2.0
1.0
0
0
0
0
Latching Valve - Nil
Thrust Control - Nil
Total VCPS External Leakage - .336 x 10"
67.5 51.5 69.0 51.5 68
6,2.0 57.0 65.0 55.0 61.5
52.0 67
Pressure Transducer
Pressure Output
100.3 psia
201.U psia
261.7 psia
1.60 VDC
3.1^ VDC
k.02 VDC
Thermistor - Room Ambient Temp. 7^.
•Tank #1 73.5°F Bracket 73.5°F
Tank #2 73°F Line 73.0°F
Heater Circuit Resistance
20.8 ohmsREA and Tank
REA
Bracket
Line
73.8 ohms
314.7 ohms
ohms
fpLDOUT FRAME
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TABLE IH (continued)
SVHSER 6226
References
Test
Sequence
25
26
27
28
29
36
Test Name
Spin Firing
System Firing Basepoint
Wet Weight
Mission Profile
Extreme Temperature
and Vacuum Firing
Decontamination and
Contamination Check
Spec.
Para.
U.3.16
U.3.13
H.3.15
U.3.2
AT Sheet
Pages
219
U.3.1 190 -
195
198
199
200
205
206
213
220
223
Specification Requirement
VCPS shall not exhibit any abnormal firing character-
istics such as Pc discontinuities or roughness when
compared to previous non-spinning firings.
Impulse delivered shall be within 5% of the Sequence 1
basepoint data.
VCPS wet weight shall not exceed 66 Ibs. The pro-
pellant consumed during the mission profile test
shall be determined.
The VCPS mission average I- shall be 220 sec. or
••••-• sp •
greater.
Demonstrate thermal vacuum operation of the REAs
at lUO,000 ft. altitude min.: and 1*5°F and 120°F.
Same as Sequence 2. :
Test Results
Visual examination of valve traces showed no discrepancies.
Engine Pc and tank pressure traces were visually examined
and found to be smooth and continuous.
Impulse delivered by VCPS in 2 minutes.
Initial Tank Pressure
100 psia 260 psia
Sequence #1 ^6? Ib-sec l¥l3 Ib-sec
Sequence #26 653 Ib-sec 1369 Ib-sec
Tolerance -2.1$ - 3.1$
VCPS weight 65.8 Ibs.
Propellant consumption U2.U Ibs
Mission Average Is 225»6 sec.
Reference Figure 3 for impulse delivered by VCPS;
Actual No. Particles
31 Propellant Line
Insulation
Verification Test
32 Contamination Check
Appendix
#1
1-10
Appendix
#1
11-13
The VCPS propellant lines temperature shall not be
less than ^ 5°F.
Same as Sequence 2.
10
2
1
0
0
0
Actual minimum line bemperature was 51°F.
for full thermal report.
Actual No. Particles
8
3
1
1
0
0
See Appendix B
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TABLE III (continued)
References
Test
Sequence
33
Test Name
Alignment
Leakage
Spec.
Para.
14.3.10
U.3.3
35 Electrical Check
36. Post Test Inspection
AT Sheet
Pages
Appendix
Appendix
#1
Specification Requirement
Same as Sequence 15.
Appendix Same as Sequence
#1
lU - 26
Appendix Same as Sequence U.
#1
27 - UU
Heater Circuit Resistance
REA and Tank
REA
Bracket
Line
20.7 ohms
71.6 ohms
3^-. 6 ohms
36.0 ohms
Review data for compliance to specification
requirements. Visual inspection of VCPS.
SVHSER 6226
Test Results
Actual Misalignment
REA #1 12 minutes
RZA #2 12 "inute:
Internal Leakage
Latching Valv O.t scc/hr GN2
Thrust Control Valve 0.7 scc/hr GN2
External Leakage
Total VCPS .5 x 10-6 scc/hr GN2
Pressure Transducer Output
101.7 psia 1.61 VDC
203.0 psia 3.17 VDC
255.7 psia. 3.9^  VDC
Thermistor; Ambient Temperature 72°F
Tank #1 71.5°F Line 71. VF
Tank #2 71.5°F Bracket 71°F
Heater Circuit Resistance
REA and Tank
REA
Bracket
Line
20.7 ohms
71.6 ohms
3^.6 ohms
35.7 ohms
Visual examination of valve traces showed no discrepancies.
All data conformed to specification requirements or was
reviewed and found acceptable via MRA.
FRAME fOLDOUT
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System Firing Base Point, Sequence 1 and 28
The purpose of this test was to provide a firing base point for
comparison of VCPS performance before and after the structural and
environmental qualification tests.
Both sequences were performed at identical conditions in the H-5
vacuum test cell. The VCPS was loaded with 12 Ibs of hydrazine and
pressurized to 260 psia. The unit was fired for 2 minutes with an
initial pressure of 260 psia and then refired for 2 minutes
after venting the VCPS pressure to 100 psia. No test anomalies
were encountered during either test sequence.
The following table shows the impulse delivered by the VCPS and
each REA for each firing.
IMPULSE DELIVERED (Ibs-sec)
Sequence 1 Sequence 26
@ 100 psia
66?
333
33^
@ 260 psia
llU3
707
706
@ 100 psia
653
330
323
@ 260 psia
1369
689
680
VCPS Total
REA #1
REA #2
Impulse delivered by the system was repeated within 3.2$ of the
initial base point after being subjected to test sequences 2 thru
25. This repeatibility is considered excellent and demonstrates
that the VCPS performance capabilities were unaffected by the
structural and environmental testing.
k.2 Decontamination and Contamination Check, Sequence 2, 8, 12, 20,
22, 30 and 32
The VCPS was decontaminated after each test sequence in which the
unit was loaded with hydrazine or referee fluid. Contamination
checks were made after each decontamination check and after major
structural and environmental tests and prior to delivery.
The purpose of the decontamination procedure was to assure the
complete removal of hydrazine propellant from the system. This
was done by gravity draining the residual hydrazine and flushing
the VCPS with high purity water. The water is then drained and
removed by an IPA flush and vacuum drying of the system.
A contamination check was made during the IPA flushing -sequence
by withdrawing an effluent sample and performing a particulate
count on the sample. Each contamination check made during the
qualification test was found to be well within the allowable CE-5
cleanliness level.
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CE-5 Cleanliness Level
Particle Size Allowable Count
0
5
10
25
50
- 5 Mi'cron
- 10
-25
- 50
- 100
100
50 Metallic
Unlimited
1200
200
50
5
0
0
Leakage, Sequence 3, 9, ik, 17, 23
Internal leakage test vas performed after various environmental
tests to verify the leakage rate "between the propellant source and
the thrust chamber. Four internal leakage measurements were made
during each sequence:
1. the sum of the latching valve leakage at 300 psia
2. the sun of the latching valves leakage at 15 psia
3. the REA #1 thrust control valve at 300 psia
k. the REA #2 thrust control valve at 300 psia
The internal leakage rates were measured by pressurizing the VCPS,
as required, with the appropriate valves closed and collecting the
gaseous nitrogen leakage via the water displacement method. The
external leakage was, measured by the mass spectrometer method with
the unit pressurized to 300 psia GHe.
The following table shows the allowable leakage rates compared
to the maximum values exhibited during any of the test sequences.
Maximum
Leakage Check Allowable Recorded Sequence
Internal
Sum of Latching Valves 8 scc/hr GN2 I.1*- sec 9
Sum of REAs 8 scc/hr GN2 .6 sec 9
External Leakage 1x10"^  sec/ 3.4xlO~5 23
sec GHe
Electrical Check, Sequence k, 10, 16, 2k, 35
The purpose of the electrical check was to verify the nominal oper-
ation of each electrical component by a functional check at appro-
priate intervals throughout the qualification test. Included in
the test are functional checks of the REA valves, latching valves,
pressure transducer, electrical heaters, thermostats and thermistors,
Hamilton U
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All the electrical components checked out properly throughout the
qualification test except the KEA heater. During the first
electrical check, sequence k, an REA heater was found to
be defective. The defective unit was removed and replaced with
a spare heater. The malfunction analysis of the KEA heaters is
covered in KDR #02908 in Appendix B. As a result of the investi-
gation, heater manufacturing procedures were revised and all REA
heaters were replaced with new units made to the revised procedures .
Test Sequence 35 shows a line heater circuit resistance of 36 ohms
compared to Ihk in previous tests, this change reflects the line
heater wiring change from series to parallel heating elements,
required as a result of the propellant line temperature problem.
U .9 Mass Properties Sequence 5
This test was performed at the NASA facility at GSFC . The NASA
provided test report is included in Appendix D. During the
mass properties testing it was found that the balance of the VCPS
could be varied by the propellant filling rate. 'The proper fill
rate will subsequently be determined by GSFC after delivery of
the unit .
h . 6 Acceleration Sequence 7
Acceleration testing was conducted at D. T. Brown test facility.
The VCPS contained high purity water and was pressurized
to 250 psia. The mounting fixture was designed to provide 3 g's
in the X or Y axis while applying 1^ .7 g's simultaneously in the
Z axis. Two one minute runs were made accelerating the unit in
the +X, +Z and +Y +Z axes. The acceleration parameters were:
arm length'- 137-5 inches, 62 RPM with a resultant load of 15 g's.
All test parameters were within specification.
h .7 Vibration Sequence 11
The purpose of the vibration test was to demonstrate that the
VCPS and GFE transtage could structurally withstand and success-
fully operate after being subjected to the required vibration
levels. Since the transtage hub was to be tested at the same
time as the VCPS, GSFC provided Hamilton Standard with a mass
simulating spacecraft and the personnel to assemble the system.
The VCPS/spacecraft assembly was tested as a unit during the sin-
usoidal vibration below 200 Hz and for the entire random input.
The spacecraft was removed for sinusoidal inputs above 200 Hz. The
VCPS was fully loaded with high purity water and pressurized to
2U5 psia. Figure 3 shows the test set up and Table U provides
a listing of the recording accelerometers used. The test engineer-
ing report including the control input level plots are provided
in Appendix C. ''
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U.8 Proof Pressure Sequence 13
The purpose of the proof pressure test was to verify the integrity
of the VCPS tanks and manifold after the structural qualification
test sequences. The VCPS was pressurized to k^O psia for 2 minutes.
No visual damage was incurred by the VCPS and the unit passed all
subsequent leakage tests.
h.$ • Engine Alignment Sequence 15 & 33
The REAs were initially aligned during the VCPS assembly. The
alignment tests were performed after the structural qualification
test and after the firing test prior to shipment. Auto collimators
and optical targets were used to initially align and subsequently
check the alignment of the REAs to within ± 30' from the theoretical
VCPS C.G. The test values in all cases fell between 7.5 and 13
minutes from the C.G.
H.10 Visual Examination Sequence 1.8
At the completion of the structural qualification tests the VCPS
was thoroughly examined by Hamilton Inspection personnel for any
damage which may have been incurred. No damage was noted.
i
h.11 Thermal Verification Sequence 19
The purpose of the thermal verification test was to demonstrate
the capability of the VCPS thermal design to maintain the pro-
pellant system within the temperature range of U5°F to ll*00F,
under solar simulated flight conditions. Testing was performed
at General Electric's test facility in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania.
The VCPS was instrumented throughout with non-flight thermocouples,
loaded with 6 Ibs of referee fluid and pressurized to 100 psia.
Figure h shows the spacecraft/VCPS sun angle relationship. The
spacecraft/VCPS was mounted on a spin fixutre which was capable
of rotating the system to achieve sun angles of 120° (warm cruise)
and 60° (cold cruise), while spinning at 55 rpm. The zero degree
sun angle was achieved by turning of the solar simulator. Although
the problems associated with the use of thermocouples readout
through a slip ring greatly reduced the amount of useful data
achieved, it was evident that the VCPS was unable to maintain pro-
pellant lines and tanks pressure above freezing during the 60°
and 0° sun angle modes. The following table briefly summarizes
and compares the test results to the expected temperatures.
21
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; Thermocouple
Sun Angle
120° .60 0
Location Predicted Actual Predicted Actual Predicted Actual
Propellant
Tank Outlet 82°F 8U°F 112°F T2°F 6T°F
Bracket Area ALL READINGS WERE WITHIN SPECIFICATION
Propellant
Line N/A 101°F 55°F U8°F
10°F
10°F
14.12
This problem and the subsequent corrective action, as agreed to by
Hamilton Standard and GSFC is documented in GSFC Malfunction Report
D02909 ref. Appendix B. A detailed description of the sub-
sequent thermal analysis and verification test is provided in
the engineering report included as Appendix
Thermal Vacuum Sequence 21
The purpose of this thermal vacuum test was to demonstrate the
operation of the VCPS components, except engine firing, at the
specified temperature extremes of U5°F and lll00F. This testing
was performed in Hamilton Standard's 10 ft. x 10 ft. thermal vacuum
chamber. The VCPS was loaded with referee fluid and pressurized
to 250 psia for the testing.
The unit was subjected to six (6) temperature cycles between the
temperature limits with a 2 hour hold period at each extreme.
The operation of each component was checked during each temperature
hold and the electrical heaters and thermostats operation was tested
on each cycle. All components demonstrated satisfactory operation.
Two test conditioning problems were encountered during the thermal
vacuum testing. First, some difficulty in maintaining the' re-
quired 1 x 10~5 torr pressure was encountered. The chamber press-
ure slipped up to 1.5 x 10~5 torr for two short periods during the
H8 hour test. The second problem involved the rate of temperature
cycling. The rate of temperature change during the first three
cycles was too fast causing a temperature distribution within the
VCPS because of what appeared to be improper thermostat activation.
During the last three temperature cycles the cycling rate was
sufficiently slow to allow the proper recording of the thermostat
temperatures .
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U. 13 Spin Firing Sequence 25
The spin firing test was conducted to demonstrate that the engine
thrust and tank blovdown characteristics are not affected "by the
vehicle spin rate.
Testing was performed in the H-h firing cell at ambient temperature
and pressure. The VCPS was loaded with 1*5 rbs of hydrazine and
pressurized to 2^5 psia. REA chamber pressure and the VCPS pressure
transducer were recorded via a slip ring during each firing. Two
firings of 2 minutes each were conducted at 55 + 5 rpm and 12+2
rpm for a total of 8 minutes firing time. Visual examination and
comparison of the REA Pc and tank pressure traces show the traces
to be smooth, continuous and typical of non-spin firing traces.
k.lh Wet Weight Sequence 27
The purpose of the wet weight test was to determine the mass of
propellant consumed during the mission profile test. In order to
achieve the accuracy required to provide significant data, a
balance scale was built into the firing cell for this test.
Dry Weight
Propellant Loaded
Gas
Total Wet Weight
1+5. 65 Ibs
+U5.20
+ .1*2
91.27
Less Weight of VCPS
after Mission Profile 8^.87
Propellant Consumed 1*2. U Ibs,
1*. 15 Mission Profile Sequence 28
The purpose of the mission profile test was. to subject the VCPS
to a typical mission firing sequence and verify the average
specific impulse for that mission. The system was initially
loaded with 145.2 Ibs of H^ij. pressurized to 21*5-5 psia. Testing
was conducted in the H-5 firing cell with the initial chamber
pressure at 100,000 ft. minimum. Four (1*) firings were performed
with firing time based on the engine performance required to pro-
vide impulse of 7253, 770, 1377 and 151 Ibs/second respectively.
No test 'anomalies were encountered. The test result for the
mission profile are summarized in the following table.
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Initial Conditions
Tank Press. REA Temp. Firing Time
1 2U5.5 psia
2 123 psia
3 112 psia
k 100 psia
68°F
87°F
93°F
TOTAL
870 sec
11^  sec
222 sec
2k sec
1230 sec
Extreme Temperature and Vacuum Firing
Delivered Mission
Impulse Igp
7356 Ib-sec
726 Ib-sec
1312 Ib-sec
125 Ib-sec
9519 Ib-sec 225.6 sees
Sequence 29
The purpose of this testing was to provide firing data for temper-
ature performance prediction.and to demonstrate the operation of
the REA in thermal vacuum environment. Testing was conducted in
the H-5 firing cell with the chamber initially evacuated to 1^ 0,000
feet min. prior to each firing. The VCPS was installed loaded with
U5 Ibs. of propellant and pressurized to 2li5 psia.
Temperature conditioning was accomplished by preconditioning the
VCPS and propellant prior to loading the system and evacuating
the cell. The VCPS was then loaded with conditioned fuel and the
VCPS temperature was maintained by conditioning the transtage
mounting block while slowly evacuating the test cell. For the
1*0° firing, the firing cell had to be backfilled with dry GN2 to
prevent condensed moisture from freezing on the unit as the cell
was evacuated.
The following table outlines the test conditions and results of
the thermal vacuum firing test.
Run
1
2
3
It
5
6
VCPS Bracket
Temp.
lU5°F
7.0°F
li2°F
lU3°F
60°F
Propellant/: REA
Tank Temp. Temi
Initial Tank
Pressure
136°F
80°F
U5°F
125°F
75°F
1+5°F
125°F
60°F
50°F
136°F
60°F
1+0°F
2l+2 psia
180 psia
ll+3 psia
163 psia
132 psia
112 psia
Run
Time
(mins.)
2
2
2
2
2
2
Impulse Delivered (Ib-sec)
REA #1 REA #2 Total
502
U71
1+02
365
630
507
U31
U76
36U
1251*
1009
859
9U7
807
729
25
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. 17 Propellant Line Insulation Verification Test Sequence 31
The testing was performed in addition to the original qualification
test program as a result of the malfunction of the VCPS during the
thermal verification test, sequence 19- The purpose of the testing
was to verify the selection of the proper insulation thermal
characteristics, demonstrate the acceptability of the insulation
assembly procedure, and to provide the data necessary for the thermal
model to generate the space/flight temperatures.
The test was conducted at Hamilton Standard in the 10 ft. x 10 ft.
thermal vacuum chamber. Test conditions were set to simulate worst
case conditions by having zero sun input and controlling the line
interfaces, hub and tanks, to minimum expected temperatures. Three
thermal modes-were tested. First, the VCPS was allowed to reach
steady state -with 12 VD.C input to the line heaters. Secondly,
heater input was then increased to 13.8 VDC until steady state was
achieved. Finally, the heaters were deactivated and the VCPS
temperatures were monitored during a 2 hour cool down.
The test results showed that the propellant line temperatures were
maintained above freezing even in this worst case test and that the
minimum expected line temperature under flight conditions is 51°F.
A detailed description of this testing and the results of the sub- •
sequent thermal analysis is provided in the engineering report in -
Appendix E of this report. • .
.l8 Post Test Inspection . . Sequence 36
This test sequence included a final visual examination of the VCPS
by HS Inspection and DCASO personnel and a complete review of the
test data for compliance to the specified requirements.
The visual examination revealed no major discrepancies although
some minor cosmetic flaws were noted. These were repaired by
simple cleaning or in the case of the gold surfaces, the flaws
were covered by vapor deposited gold kapton tape. The test data
was reviewed and found to be compliant with the specified require-
ments.
Mamiiion
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5.0 TANK THERMAL ANALYSIS AND PROPELLANT LINE THERMAL ANALYSIS
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The intent of this report is to document the thermal analysis effort
relative to the VCPS tanks conducted since the thermal verification
test of May 1972. The pretest analysis and test results are in-
cluded along with subsequent analyses which served to correlate the
thermal model and provide definition of the tank coating changes
required for operation within specification limits.
2.0 SUMMARY
The solar thermal verification test showed a large discrepancy
between the pre-test tank temperature predictions and the actual
test results. A large predicted thermal gradient across the tank
failed to materialize and the cooldown rate during the 2 hour transient
dark period exceeded the predicted rate by a large amount resulting
in temperatures, far below the specification minimum. Subsequent
analyses have produced a thermal model which duplicates the test
results. The original discrepancy has been found to be a combination
of oversimplified thermal modeling together with factors unique to
the test setup and solar lamps. The mission thermal analysis has
been redone using the improved thermal model with the result that
56$ of the Black Paint stripe on each tank must be taped over with
vapor deposited gold to insure satisfactory operation in space.
3.0 DISCUSSION
3.1 Requirements
The VCPS specification S-723-P-19 requires that tank propellant
temperatures remain between k^ ,°F and 1^ 0°F- with the additional
requirement that the tank heaters not turn on; implying that the
minimum tank temperature allowable is 50°F at the tank outlet.
These criteria must be met over environmental variations character-
ized by two extremes, hereafter referred to as "HOT CASE" and "COLD
CASE" defined as follows:
HOT CASE ' '
Steady state cruise at 120° spin axis inclination (to the
solar vector) followed by a 2 hour transient period at
l80° inclination v/ith minimum fuel load in the tanks of 6 Ibs
total.
COLD CASE
Steady state cruise at 60° spin axis inclination followed by
a 2 hour transient period at 0° inclination with minimum fuel
load of 6 Ibs I
35<
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3.2 Thermal Design Philosophy
The principal thermal design objective was to establish a passive
thermal control coating system which would minimize the difference
in propellant temperature between the hot case and cold case cruise
conditions so that the subsequent full sun and dark transients would
not yield out of spec temperature excursions. This required that
the effective solar absorbtance of the tank be higher for the cold
case than for the hot case to compensate for the difference in solar
projected area (incident solar flux) between the 120° and 60° spin
axis angles. Another requirement was to provide a low overall
emittance to minimize the 0° spin axis cooldown rate while maintain-
ing the proper "% ratio for cruise operation. The coating arrange-
ment selected was vapor deposited gold (Vacuum Metallizing Cprpt)
with a stripe of black paint applied to the upper (+Z) half of the
tank to reduce the overall°Ve to the desired value (2.2) and simul-
taneously, by its placement, effect a higher absorptance in the 60°
spin axis attitude. Figure 1 shows the tank stripe orientation
relative to the solar vector at the 60° and 120° spin angle. Vapor
deposited aluminum would have been a more desireable coating, since
it has a lower tA. and the same € as gold, but the tank vendor was
worried about a possible corrosion problem involving aluminum and
the tank material. Figure 2 shows the solar projected area of the
black paint stripe in its original configuration as a function of
spin angle inclination. The effective solar absorbtance of the tank
with this stripe configuration is .^ 12 at the 60° spin angle and .30
at the 120° spin angle.
3-3 Thermal Design Analysis
The original thermal design analysis was accomplished using the VCPS
system thermal model which contains three tank nodes with associated
vehicle and VCPS connectors. This model, the tank portion of which
is shown in Figure 3> was input to HSD's general heat transfer com-
puter program and run on the IBM 370-165 computer. A significant
portion of the information required to set up this model was supplied
by NASA/GSFC early in the design. These data, Table I, included the
solar projected area of the tanks, arms and transtage, the view
factors...frorn the tanks to space and nearby vehicle surfaces, the
temperatures of nearby spacecraft surfaces, and the emittance and
solar absorbtance of all system 'external surfaces. Since the tank
model has three nodes, it was necessary to aportion the NASA/GSFC
supplied solar inputs amont the three equal surface area nodes. This
. vas accomplished approximately through the use of the GSFC shadow
photographs and hand calculations. The resulting solar projected
area of the three nodes for the hot and cold cases is shown below:
36<
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3.3.1
(continued)
Solar Projected Area (4 tanks)
HOT CASE
FT2
COLD CASE
Spin Angle
Solar Ap
Nodes 1
2
3
120° l80° 60° 0°
.5076 .633
A8<& .916
.384 .633
.5^ 7 0
.391* o
-122 0
It should be noted that the solar input is much more evenly distri-
buted in the 120° spin axis case than in the 60° spin axis case where
the input to the outboard tank node is considerably higher than that
to the other nodes. The increase shadowing corresponding to the 60°
spin angle intercepts the inboard areas of the tanks .
Pre-Test Prediction^
i
Hot case and cold case temperature predictions were made after the
VCPS had received the vapor deposited gold coating and the black
tank stripe had been applied. The analysis was performed for space
operation (as opposed to test chamber conditions which were not
known at the time) with the intent of adjusting the model after the
test to interpret the data at test conditions. Since the test was
planned not to include the hot transient condition (l80° spin angle)
the predictions presented below omit this case. The predictions are
based on a solar constant of kk2 BTU/FT2-HR, 0°R radiation sink and
the spec minimum fuel load of 6 Ibs NgHlj. (1.5 Ibs per tank).
PREDICTED TEMPERATURES °F
Case
Cold Case Cruise
(60° spin angle)
Cold Case Transient
(0° spin angle, 2
Hot Case Cruise
(120° spin angle)
hrs)
Tank 1
112
67
82
NODE
Tank 2
88
-h
85
Tank 3
32
-13
79
The most significant aspect of these predictions was the large temp-
erature gradient between the outlet (fuel) end of the tank (NODE
"Tank 1") and the opposite end ("Tank 3") for cold case cruise. The
clarity afforded by hindsight would suggest that transport mechanisms
within the tank tending to relax this favorable temperature gradient
should have been added to the model at that point since the absence
of the gradient at the design ^/g would have resulted in excessively
low fuel temperatures during the transient (0° spin angle) condition.
This was not apparent at the time .
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3.1* Test Conditions and Operation
The test was conducted in the General Electric Co. solar simulator
at Valley Forge Space Center, King of Prussia, Pa. The VCPS was
mounted to a GSFC supplied engineering model of the spacecraft, which
vas in turn coupled at the +Z end of the spin fixture. The combination
was rotated at 55 RPM during the test and was processed from the
initial 120° spin axis inclination (hot case), after equilibrium was
achieved, to the 60° attitude (cold case cruise). At the latter
spin angle, the spacecraft Z axis was at 30° to the horizontal (the
solar source is reflected from ceiling mounted mirrors). The tanks
contained 5-3 Ibs of isopropyl alcohol which was added to the 1 Ib
of water already in the system (but probably not in the tanks). The
intent was that the tanks contain 6.3 Ibs of alcohol-water mixture
to match the thermal mass of 6 Ibs of NgHij.. After equilibrium was
achieved at the 60° spin angle, the .solar source was turned off for
2 hours to simulate the transient condition at 0° spin angle.
A considerable amount of difficulty was encountered with thermo-
couple data errors generated by the slip ring temperature gradients.
Fortunately the flight thermistors were utilized in the test pro-
viding very accurate tank temperatures at the outlet end and the
means for correcting thermocouple data taken elsewhere on the tanks.
The tank meridian thermocouple (NODE "Tank 2") failed early in the
test.
The test conditions are summarized below:
o
Solar Power Intensity Il8 w/ft .:
Cold Wall Temperature -270°F
Tank Pressure 100 psia
Tank Load 5.3 Ibm isopropyl alcohol
Vacuum 9.5 x 10~7 torr
Spacecraft RPM ' 55
3-5 Test Results
Table II shows the tank temperatures from the various test conditions
compared to the pre-test predictions. The data shows two significant
discrepancies when compared to "the predictions:*"
The predicted temperature gradient was absent (the test
data temps ratxires are rougly equal to the average value
of the three predicted temperatures). ^ . '•'•''•
The cooldown rate during the 2 hour dark transient was
far greater than predicted.
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3.5 (continued)
Both discrepancies suggest the presence of some type of transport
phenomena "shorting" the three tank nodes together, evening out
the gradient and increasing the heat loss during the transient by
distributing the stored heat of the liquid in NODE "Tank 1" over
the entire tank surface.
3.6 Data Analysis
The post test analysis had the following major objectives:
1) Review the thermal model for errors and oversimplifications
which may have contributed to inaccurate predictions.
2) Investigate the test conditions for phenomena peculiar
to the test which will not occur in space.
3) Produce a thermal model which duplicates test results.
k) Replace "test conditions" with "space conditions" in the
model and determine coating changes required for satis-
factory thermal performance in space.
Prior to going into the details of converting the model to the G.E.
test conditions, some runs were made using the space model with the
following changes:
Run "A" - All 3 tank nodes were thermally shorted together and the
cold case rerun. The results (Table III) agree far better with
respect to cooldown rate and cold case temperature distribution
than do the original predictions. A re-evaluation of the model
calculations failed to reveal any errors other than failure to pre-
dict the thermal coupling of the 3 tank nodes. At this-point, the
various possible internal transport mechanisms where listed, eval-
uated, and added to the model if found significant:
1. Internal Radiation Among Tank Nodes and Fuel Puddle - A radiation
network linking the 3 tank nodes (the fuel puddle is lumped into
"Tank l") and the tank attachment (NODE "ARM") was set up using
0.8 for the internal emittance. The effect of tank radiation
alone is significant (Run B, Table III) and the conclusion
must be drawn that it should have been in the model from the
beginning. The coupling afforded by radiation alone, however,
is insufficient, to explain the test results.
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3.6 . (continued)
2. Natural Convection in the Pressurant Gas - The presence of a
large radial acceleration in the tanks (2.3 g's at 55 RPM) and
a high pressurant density (100 psi Kg). produces significant con-
vective coefficients between the warm end (NODE Tank l) and colder
tank areas. Convective coefficients were estimated treating
the internal geometry as parallel plates with appropriate sep-
aration. Both horizontal and vertical plates were calculated
reasoning that the tank geometry would produce convective co-
efficients somewhere between those two extremes. Figure k is
a plot of the convective coefficients vs. tank delta T. These
were added to the model along with the radiation (Run "C"
Table III). These results show further improvement in the
direction of matching the test data, but not to the degree of
Run "A" (complete thermal short of the 3 tank nodes).
3. Mass Transfer (Diffusion) - Diffusion rates for alcohol through
nitrogen were calculated to assess the relative importance of
evaporation from the fuel puddle and subsequent condensation on
colder areas of the tank. Calculated mass transfer rates were
found to be negligible.
k. Fuel Sloshing - During the test, the orientation of the tanks
was such that a ±1.0 g oscillatory side loading was applied to
the fuel puddle along with the constant 2.3 g radial acceleration
normal to the puddle surface. An estimate of slosh natural
frequency gave a value of 2 hz . Since the system was spinning
at 1 hz, and the unamplified response of the puddle to the ±1.0g
would include an angle of 30° about the normal axis of the puddle,
the proximity of the slosh exitation to the natural frequency
suggests that the fuel was probably sloshing all over the inside
of the tank during the test. This has. been modeled as run "A"
Table III.
The conclusion drawn from these preliminary runs, "A" through "C1^
is that sloshing probably isothermalized the tank during the
test although as run "c" suggests, the data would have been
nearly the same without sloshing due to radiation and convection.
Sloshing will be precluded in space, but the radiation and con-
vection effects were left in the model for later predictions of
space temperatures with new tank coating distributions in the
cold case. If the natural convection values utilized in the
model are excessive, this will tend to make the resulting design
1
 conservative. The natural convection was not added to subsequent
hot case runs because leaving it out is conservative.
At this stage in the analysis, the G.E. test conditions were added
to the model. These changes consisted of the following:
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3.6 (continued)
1. Changing the radiation sink temperature to -270°F, the measured
cold wall temperature plus 30°C to provide a realistic effective
value of -215°F. '
2. Changing solar flux from 129 w/ft2 to 118 w/ft2 with 3$ added
to account for chamber reflections.
3. Adjusting absorbtance of the vapor deposited gold tank coating
to account for the deviation of the G.E. solar lamp spectrum
from the solar spectrum. The data below was generated by GSFC
from tank coating samples provided by HSD and the G.E. lamp
spectrum:
Tank Sample # GE Solar
S/N 002 .172 .219
S/N Oil .200 .258
4. Altering the paddle and spacecraft skin cooldown rate to corres-
pond to cutting off the solar source during the 2 hour transient
dark period from the GSFC provided cooldown rates which reflect-
ed a precession to a 0° spin angle.
COLD CASE COOIDOW- RATES
60° CRUISE TEMP °F TEMP. AT END OF 2 HR TRANSIENT
Space Paddle = 32°F, Paddle = 23°F, Skin = -6o°F
Skin = 50°F
Solar Sim Test Paddle = 32°F, Paddle = -200°F, Skin = -200°F
Skin = 50°F
With these changes, the model was run for both the hot and cold test
conditions. The results showed computed cruise temperatures, espec-
ially in the hot case, to be significantly below the test results
when using the higher of the two sets of absorbtance values in item
3 above. In order to force correlation of the model with the test
results, the solar projected area of the tanks was increased by 5$
in the cold case and 15$ in the hot case. The original and final
solar projected areas for the 3 tank nodes are given below:
Node Tank 1 Tank 2 Tank 3
6QQ 120° 60° 120° 60° 120°
Orig Ap .51*7 .5076 .39U .48C& .122 .38U
Final Ap .573 .582 .1*13 -551 -128
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3.6 (continued)
This adjustment can be justified physically in terms of Including
in the model the additional solar input of reflected sunlight from
the spacecraft and paddles. The reflected solar flux was not in-
cluded in the tank model input originally. A comparison of the
adjusted model output with test temperatures is given by Run D,
Table III.
3•? Coating Modification Analysis
Having matched the test data with the adjusted model, the inputs
were changed to space conditions:
1) Solar constant = ^ 30 ETU/ffc2 hr (125)
2) Sink temp. = -k6o°F
3) Tank gold absorbtance from .200 to .258
U) Slosh connecters removed
5) Natural convection connectors removed for hot case
runs (left in for cold case)
6) Fuel load thermal mass was changed to 6 Ibs of
A nodal diagram of this model configuration is given by Figure 5*
A cold case run was made to determine what would happen if the mission
were flown with the tanks "as is". The results, Run S, Table III,
show that although the propellant (Tank l) does not fall to as low
a temperature in space as in the test, it does fall far below the
spec minimum of 45°F and, in fact, would freeze. An obvious solution
to this problem would be to eliminate enough of the black paint
stripe to raise the cruise temperature and reduce the cooldown rate
in the dark transient with the overall constraint of not exceeding
specification maximum temperatures during the hot case transient
(l8o° spin angle) condition.
Since physical removal of the black paint stripe is not possible
nondestructively, a mystic vapor deposited gold Kapton tape was
selected to cover the stripe where necessary. A sample of this tape
was sent to GSFC and the emittance and solar absorbtance were measured .
<=n = .02 °< solar =• .215
Both the radiative properties and physical appearance of this
material are quite close to those of the gold tank coating .
Using the properties above for the geld tape, a series of hot case
and cold case runs were made varying the percentage of black stripe
area taped over (uniformly). The results are plotted on Figure 6.
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3.7 (continued)
Based on these results, it was decided to tape 56$ of the black
stripe area. The taping pattern, chosen for simplicity and to
avoid wrinkles is shown by Figure 6 . The predicted operating
temperature extremes for this configuration are given below:
Temperatures °F
Tank 1 Tank 2 Tank 3
(Fuel) '
Cold Case Cruise 99 98 92
(60° Spin Angle)
Cold Case Transient 53 44 43
(0° Spin Angle, 2 hrs)
Hot Case Cruise 135 138 131
(120° Spin Angle)
Hot Case Transient 145 154 145
(180° Spin Ange, 2 hrs)
As indicated in the transient hot case above, the predicted pro-
pellant temperature can be l45°F which is +5°F higher than the VCPS
specification S-723-P-19 max. propellant temperature of l40°F. The
HS position has been to establish an upper limit of l4o°F on hydrazine
systems which will be operational in space for two or more years
primarily to minimize hydrazine gas evolution. The hydrazine de-
composition process occurs at all temperatures but can be accelerated
by increasing temperature or by using materials which tend to pro-
mote the reaction. In the VCPS the gold nickel braze is more cat-
alytic than any of the other materials used in the system. A test
program was conducted by the Rocket Propulsion Laboratory of the Air
Force to study the effect of hydrazine gas evolution in the presence
of gold, nickel braze material. The results of this study are re-
ported in AFRPL-TR-69-77 entitled "The Catalytic Decomposition of
Hydrazine on Gold, Nickel, and a Gold/Nickel Brazing Alloy". From
this report it has been concluded that a l4o°F maximum hydrazine
temperature for three months in the VCPS will produce decomposition
at levels acceptable t|o the VCPS. In addition, short term exposure
of temperature as high as 250°? for several one day periods can also
be accommodated. Also, the VCPS was passivated with hydrazine at
120°F for 2h hours with no indication of pressure rise. Therefore,
the transient (less than 2 hours) hot case temperature of l45°F is
not considered a problem based on the above information.
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Material Properties
Vapor Deposited Aluminum
Black Paint
Vapor Deposited Gold
(Tank)
Paddles
View Factors from tanks
To:
Paddles
Cylindrical Skin
Conical Skin
Space
Cold
Cruis
Item 60°
Solar Projected .265
Area (l Tank)
Temperatures
Cyl. Skin 10°C
Lower Conic -15°C
Paddle 0°C
RATON
TABLE I
GSFC . SUPPLIED DATA
£n -<
.(*•
.87
.02
€
 H = .82
FlJ
.21
.055
.035
• 70
Cold
e Transient Rot Cruise
10° 120°
ft2 o .3^ 3 ft2
-50°C @ 2hrs 5°C
-30°C @ 2 hrs 3CC
-5°C @ 2 hrs -2°C
3\ solar
.12
.96
.22
• 71
Radiating Area
37.3 ft2
8.0 ft2
5.3^  ft2
-
Hot Transient
170°
-
-50°C @ 2 hrs
38°C ©• 2 hrs
-5°C @ 2 hrs
ho
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS
TO PRE-TEST PREDICTIONS
Hot Case Cruise Cold Case Cruise Cold Case Transient
120° Spin Angle 60° Spin Angle 2 hrs sun off
NODE Prediction Test Prediction Test Prediction Test
Tank 1 (Fuel) 82 8k 112 72 6? 10
Tank 2 85 - 88 - -h
Tank 3 79 78 32 65 -13 20
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TABLE III
THERMAL MODEL RESULTS
Run
Solar Simulation
Test Data
"A" Slosh
(Nodes Shorted)
"B" Tank Internal
Radiation
"C" Radiation + Gas
Convection
"D" Radiation, Convec-
tion, Slosh, G.E. Test
Conditions and Solar
Flux Adjustment
"E" Run "D" Tanks
"As Is" in Space
Case
Hot Cruise
Cold Cruise
Cold Trans
Cold Cruise
Cold Trans
Cold Cruise
Cold Trans
Cold Cruise
Cold Trans .
Cold Cruise
Cold Trans
Hot Cruise
Cold Cruise
Cold Trans
Tank 1
84
72
10
66
22
77
38
71
29
73
8
8k
81
28
. Temperatures,
Tank 2
-
66
21
72
10
68
17
73
8
80
18
op
Tank 3
78
65
20
66
21
56
9
62
17
72
7
81
73
17
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PROPELIANT LIME THERMAL REPORT
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This report presents the development and qualification of the RAE-B
Velocity Control Propulsion System propellant line thermal config-
uration. Subsequent to a propellant line low temperature problem
experienced during a solar simulation test at G.E., thermal analyses
and propellant line development tests were performed. The resulting
configuration indicated that significant improvement in line insu-
lation could be attained but increased heater power would also be
required. The new line insulation/increased heater power configur-
ation was then incorporated in the VCPS and a thermal vacuum test
was performed. Analysis of these test results indicate propellant
line temperatures will be within specification under flight condi-
tions .
2.0 . DISCUSSION
The solar simulation test conducted on the VCPS at G.E. showed that
the thermal design of the propellant lines vas inadequate to main-
tain the propellant line temperatures above freezing.
2.1 Development Program
A development program was initiated where the test data was analyzed
and tests of line insulations were performed at the detail level.
This program provided the results shown in Table I and the following
conclusions:
a) Line insulation thermal effectiveness could be improved by
utilizing loose wrap multilayer insulation with an over-
lapping seam covered by gold Kapton tape.
, b) The propellant line would require additional heater power
even with the best insulation.
2.2 Verification Test
The VCPS propellant line thermal design was modified and the VCPS
reassembled by rewiring the line heater to provide 1 watt/line at 12
VDC and reinsulating with loose wrap insulation utilizing gold Kapton
tape (configuration $3 on Table I). In addition the existing thermo-
couples were removed and replaced with GFE thermistors in the loca-
tions shown in Table II and Figure 1. The propellant tanks and +Z
surface of the hub were covered with alumini^ed Kylar insulation to
control the propellant line end condition in a zero sun angle condition.
A thermal vacuum test was conducted in the Hamilton Standard 10' x
10' vacuum chamber to provide temperature distribution data on the
propellant line at zero sun angle, or worst case condition. This
data was then reduced, via the VCPS thermal rcodel, to provide the
propellant line thermal characteristics for the appropriate VCPS
flight conditions.
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2.3 Test Results
The VCPS was operated in three modes during the thermal vacuum test
to provide adequate data for analysis and to check the thermal model
at more than one point. The three test conditions were steady state
with 12 VDC heater input, steady state with 13.8 VDC heater input
and 0 VDC heater input for 2 hours. Table III shows the raw data
for each test phase. The chamber conditions were monitored through-
out the test. Chamber pressure was maintained below 10~5 torr and
the effective chamber sink temperature is shown in Table III.
The transient (power off) cooldown was performed to obtain an
effective thermal mass per unit length characteristic for the lines.
The effective cold wall temperature, measured with a suspended
blackbody within the chamber, was approximately -190°F while data
was being taken. Tank temperatures at the outlets were 50°F or
below (they were cooling very slowly throughout the test).
The data analysis involved inputting the test conditions to the pro-
pellant line thermal model and "tuning" the insulation properties
until the model reproduced the test data, resulting in insulation
performance characteristics measured at the system level. Insul-
ation conductance, emittance, and line thermal mass measured in
this manner provide the basis for a new set of predictions for space
operation. These predictions were made with the thermal model by
replacing the test effective cold wall temperature with the space
sink (-46o°F) and adding solar input.
At both power settings, the minimum temperature occurred at position
A-k, the tube clamp near the end of the arm. There appears to be a
local heat leak at this point caused by the insulation penetration »
of the clamp itself, along with instrumentation lead heat leaks
from the many wires leaving the blanket at that location. (These
leads will be clipped before flight, substantially reducing this
heat loss). Minimum line temperature was -^1.8°F at 12 volts and
8^.5°F at 13-8 volts. The one hour transient cooldown produced an
18° temperature drop (^ 8°F to 30°F) at location A-U and similar AT's
elsewhere. It should be noted that the line temperatures on the
other instrumented arm were at least 10°F higher throughout. The
more heavily instrumented line is the coldest of the four because
it incorporates the fill and drain valve, the four thermostats and
does not have the double insulation wrap in as many places as do
the three other lines.
2.b Thermal Model
The propellant line program divides a pair of lines (a tank on each
end and the transtage Tee in the middle) into TO nodes, 35 line
nodes and 35 insulation nodes. The program has stored in a data
file such data as the heater locations, clamp locations, and loca-
tions of Tee's (fill and drain tee and transtage tee) which are
treated as heat leaks. A separate data file holds a solar input
1*9* •
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2A (continued)
table for each spin axis angle. The solar input vas calculated
earlier in the RAE-B program thermal studies . The propellant lines
were sketched onto the GSFC shadow photographs to determine the
location of dark areas on the lines. Solar projected area outside
of shadowed locations was then determined by drawing board projection
of the solar vector onto the propellant line axis. This was done
in 15° increments throughout the vehicle spin (3^ 0°) and the results
numerically averaged over one spin to yield a table of solar in-
tensity versus position for each propellant line.
The program is operated on a TYMSKA.RE Corp. Terminal. This allows
rapid manipulation of the model to achieve a desired result.
2.5 Data Correlation and Extrapolation
The program was input for the 12 volt and 13-8 volt steady state
conditions. It was found necessary to simulate the heat leak at
location A-k by decreasing the clamp thermal resistance from 500
BTU/°F-hr to 150 BTU/OF-hr. The primary criteria for acceptable
correlation was matching the minimum temperature. Table IV shows
. the temperature distribution (key temperatures) for the test con-
ditions and corresponding analysis results. The insulation proper-
ties necessary to produce these calculated distributions are shown
also. It should be noted that the 13.8 volt case yields a higher
insulation conductance (poorer performance) than does the 12 volt
case . A tendency toward this behavior is expected since the con-
ductance of superinsulation increases with insulation temperature.
The higher conductance (C - .029) was used in the extrapolation
of these results to space operation.
A number of transient cooldown runs were made to match the cooldown
rate experienced in test. This yielded a thermal mass per inch
value of .003 BTU/°F-in for later use in the space transient analysis.
The values of insulation conductance measured in this series of tests
are somewhat higher than those measured in the tube element tests
shown in Table I. This discrepancy was anticipated owing to the fact
that it was much more difficult to apply insulation at the system
level, than it was to insulate the free peice of propellant line in
the tube element test .
The higher insulation conductance was left in the- model for conserv-
atism and the solar input and space temperature (-^ 60°F) were added.
For cold case cruise (60° spin axis angle), an average power con-
sumption of .6k watte/line (6'i"'' duty cycle) will occur with the
temperature distribution shovn in Table IV. From this temperature
distribution, the cold case transient condition was input (l hour
50
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2.5 (continued)
vith no solar flux ^  0° spin axis angle). A line power value of one
watt was utilized along with the effective thermal line mass deter-
mined in the test. The temperature distribution after the one hour
dark period is shown in Table TV. The temperatures are above the
specified minimum
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TABLE II'
RAE-B VCPS THERMISTOR LOCATION
KEY A - Propellant Lines
B - Tank
C - Arm and Hub
D - Interior Lines
No. Location
E - Components and Bracket
F - Spacecraft
"R" Prefit Existing Thermistor
Code Old Code (Thermocouple)
1
2
3
h
5
6
1
8
9
10
11
12
13
llfr
15
16
IT
18
19
20
21
22
23
21*
25
26
27
Line A <§ Line /Tank Vert Port
Line A @ Line/Tank Horz Port
Line A
Line A
Line A @ Thermostat
Line A @ Tee
Line A
Line A @ Thermostat
Line A @ Tee
Line B @ Tee
Line B
Tank on Paint Stripe
Tank Equator
Tank in Mount Area
Tank Thermistor #1 '.
Tank Thermistor #2
Arm
Hub Exterior
Hub Shelf #1
Hub Shelf #2
Line A Internal
Line B Internal
REA #1 on Chamber
REA -#2 on Chamber
TCV #1
Latch Valve
Transducer
Bracket Near Edge
Bracket Kiddle
Bracket Thermistor j
Filter
A-l
A-2
A -3
A-4
A-5
RA.-1
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A -10
B-l
B-2
B-3
RB-1
RB-2
C-l
C-2
c-3
C^D-l
D-2
E-l
E-2
E-3
E-k
E-5
E-6
E-7
RB-1
E-8
N/A
N/A
11 A 1
11 A 2
N/A
Fit Hardware
11 A k
N/A
11 B 1
11 B 2
11 B 3
9A
9C
9B
Fit Hardware
Fit Hardware.
11C
N/A
11 D 1
11 D 2
10-1
10-2
N/A
N/A
4
5
7
8-1
N/A
Fit Hardware
N/A
Ref: Attached drawing for thermistor locations.
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Hamilton
Standard
DIVlS»O*M OF UNITED AIRCRAT
U
R
fi
SVHSER 6226
b.O HSD POST DELIVERY ACTIVITIES
DATE
3/19-3/22/73
GSFC
5/1^-5/22/73
KSFC
TASK
1. Performed fluid load using I^O to determine
effect on system unbalance caused by fluid
distribution in tanks. Results were accept-
able within specified requirements.
1. Performed proof pressure test.
2. Performed calibration of VCPS pressure
transducer.
3. Performed internal leakage test on VCPS
latch valves and thrust chamber valves.
k. Loaded VCPS with N2Hij on balance table to
verify proper fluid distribution and
pressurized with GN2 for flight.
0
 The above tasks all.gave acceptable results within specified
requirements.
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Hamilton
Standard DIVISION OF UNITED AI»CP*FT COPPOP
U
IW
p® SVHSER 6226
APPENDIX A
PHOTOGRAPHS
Ai
63<
Hamilton
Standard DIVISION OF APPENDIX A
COMPLETED VCPS
Al
64<
Hamilton
Standard APPENDIX A
INTERIOR OF VCPS HUB
A2
65<
Hamilton U
DIVISION OP UNITED AIRC
Standard ft
IV SION OP UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION APPENDIX A
VCPS IN THERMALLY CONDITIONED FIRING FIXTURE
(Sides removed for clarity)
A3
66<
Hamilton U
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATIONStandard p@ APPENDIX A
'
VCPS AND SPACECRAFT AT VIBRATION TEST
Ah
67<
Hamilton
Standard
U
AlRC*
fi®
DIVISION OF UNITED I RAFT CORPORATION APPENDIX A
VCPS AND SPACECRAFT AT SOLAR SIMULATION TEST
A5
namii o ,visior,OT UN1TED AFT ctwORtT10N SVHSER 6226Standard p®
APPENDIX B
GSFC MALFUNCTION REPORTS
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Bi
GSFC MALFUNCTION REPORT NOD .02908
RAE-B
Sys-tem or E*pfnmrnt
f-pSvlit
NAME
(*/ Component
R|E|A| | | |
(10) Assembly
T|C|A| | | | |
(11) Sub-Assembly
H|E|A|T jE|R| |
(12) Par.
H|E|A |T IE |RJ |
(13) Malfunction
Occurred During
(14) Environment
When Failed
(15) Hardware Level
When Foiled
D) REFERENCE
acecra f t Log Book a
') Descript ion of the Mnlf
value of 7 IT ±
value of "open
M i l l ! 1
1 1 1 1 1 II
T\ q A| j j
IflJUJLJJJ
'^ &^^ ^^ -^& i^i.i^^ ^a£^&^S^^2a
C;£%'f:::-3\ '*' Date ft T ime Yr j M
\^'%'s:^ j\ o' Mollunction 1 r-r , r> I
•'•.'ii-^ .iii'-a 1 1 1 ^ 1
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
s VIT ^ |8|r p. i ,-|i|
Manufacturers Porl Number
7161-13 1^^ |-|1|
(2) Spacecraft p>;.'^ v (3) Operation K-'X
o Day Tim-
SERIAL NUMBFR
I I I 1
M i l l
Wvkw/tt&??7Z}W&&&z#v*m
(7) Date Mo | Day
of Report t O j O i (^
L2J_x_lz
Hamilton
Standard
Hamilton
Standard
Thermal
Sys terns
Tnenoal
Systems
(4! Ur.-t
|;i?-.v
wzr™
^••"'s
#ffi:' •• -:
fe ;; i
1 QCI Quali f icat ion Test 3 [~1 Integration Test 7 ["J Bench T e s t ^J fcj5^iR_J £&! 1 i-
1 O Acceptance Test 5fM Launch Operations 8 (_~_ l Post Launch Reliability 7 ' \ \J
1 [J Accelerat ion 3 \_~ ] Thermol- Vacuum 5 [" | Humidity 7 | ""| Ambient A LTJ KF'./E*--
2 (J) Shock 4 (3 -^ Temperature 6 [^ | Vibration 8 ( | Acoustic 0 HI Vacuum
1 LJ Port 3CJ Assembly SQt l System ( VCPS )
2 I J Sub-Assembly 4 [ ] Component 6 | ""] Spacecra f t
^.3.^.2. 2. El
POO. T.O P,n ,^ju,e SX'KS 5619 Po.,0
jnction: After engine firing heater resistance vas 56 ohns vs required
5^. Resistance from heater element to case -was 5000 ohins vs requii-ed
circuit". Investigation has been initiated .
Target closure date is k/11/12
Responsible Engineer is Mr. E. K. Moore
?) ofT;Tno...7fir. E. K. 15Jore~"~[pho~~:'C203T"523::l^l-^'65"Ia9oni.oiien: Hamilton Standard"
Do Hot Y/rite Below Tnis Line
INSTRUCTIONS
(1) Originator - Fill in blocks (1) through (18), with all known information,
os defined in instruct ions on the back of lliis form.
(2) Distribute copies in accordance with project directions.
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GSFC MALFUNCTION REPORT NOD 029(
(1) Pro ject
RAS-B
(5) System ot Experiment
C|»|g| I I I I I I I I
NAME
(') Component
lillAL
(10) Assembly
i i i i i i i i i i i i
(11 ) Sub-Assembly
(1?) Part
H l E i A l T l E l R JJJL
IDENTIFICATION NUMBfR
I I I I I I I I I
i_U_L_L_Ll
Manufacturers Part Number
7161-1314 16 fr Mil
(71 Date
of Repor t
S E R I A L NUMBER
I I
1_LJ_LL
(3) Operation
ILJo.
Mo
MANUFACTURER
Stmrtnrd
BMdltco
Tbemal
items
flora teat
(13) Malfunction
Occurred During
(14) Environment
When Failed
(15) Hardware Level
When Failed
1 Hfl Qualification Test 3 f ~] Integration Test 7 [ ] Bench Test
2 [73 Acceptance Test 5 (73 Launch Operations 8 [ ] Post Launch
1 (7TI Acceleration
2 LJ Shock
3 j | Thermal-Vacuum
4 | JF Temperature
5 [ "J Humidity
6 ["J Vibration
7 | ] Ambient
8 [J Acoustic
RFI/EMC
Vac uum
1 I H P^t
2 [ j Sub-A&sembly
3 L3 Assembly
4 [^1 Component
5 3T3 System
6 [3] Spacecraft
(16) REFERENCE
Spacecraft Log Book "'age Tes t Procedure Para
(17) Description of the Malfunction:
Do Not Write in This Space
(19) Cause of the MoUunction: Failure analysis included X-ray, insulation resistance/ heater resistance,,
spectral analysis, conductometrie carbon analysis and ignition test. Analysis indicated
that organic contamination of the heater -wire or MgO insulation, or both, resulted in the
presence of elementary carbon in the MgO. This caused a partial electrical short between
the heater vires and betveen the vires and the case.
Do Not Wr i te in This Space
I I I i I I I 1 I I 1
(20) Corrective Action Token: All heaters vjll be replaced "by new heaters manufactured -with the inclusiot
of the following steps.
A. Heater element supplier to degrease resistance wire in acetone.
B. Heater element supplier to cut resistance -wire to desired length and heat electrically
in air; (l) -wire unsupported except at ends later removed, (2) heat to maintain
approximately 1,700° surface temperature for 2 minutes minimum, (3) prevention of any
II Correct ive Act ion is Required on Other Units, List Units by Seriol No. Continued On next page.
Do Not Wr i t e in This Space
IJJ_JJJ_X1_UJ_LJ_LI J_LL_U_ijaJaJ
(21) Fai lure A n a l y s i s
Performed ?
(22) A c t i o n Taken on
Fo i l ed Unit
(?3) Is R«tes t
Re qu ired ?
(24) R e l e s t Resul ts
N/A_
YES NO
' KZ z I I
Organization That Performed Failure Ana lys is Thermal Systems . with Hami
"
Failure Ana l ys i s Report Number "Mjmites" Of Meeting held at Dat
___ ____ ___ ' i i(-i s-\ yrnn i '"iTTF'^TlOTTVCT __ '**"' ~- -
• "mvjxmt*^" " u y rj v^-'i.i-ti-j
1( J Rework/Repair 2 QJ Modified 3 (X! Discarded 4(21 Replaced 5|J None
Organi7ot ion That Performed Rework/Repair IN/A
Dote
111 Yes 2 XX N o " Yes, State Retest Requirements .
Copy 4
GSFC MALFUNCTION REPORT
02908
NOD
System of F*p*t im*»nt
LJJLLLL1_IJL_LLL
w^o^?^6*' f»'» & I1""*! *• ; MO
W'AWWN"1 Malfunction
^m&j _i_
I Component
LJ_i_LJ_U_L
(10) Assemb ly
_L I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
(11) Sub-Assembly
I I M I I I I I I I I I I I
(12) Part
_i_LLJ_L_L
(13) Malfunction
Occurred During
I I I I I I I
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
1_L_LUJJ_LJ
I I I I I I I I
Manufac turers Port Number
Operation
aj--.LLJ.J8
(7) Dotr Mo I D-v/
of Report
' [D Qualification Tes t
2 fZl Acceptance Test
3 [~] In teg ra t i on Test 7 [_) Bench Test
5(1} Launch Operations 8 (__J Post Launch
(14) Environment
When Failed
1 1 ~1 Acceleration
2 LJ Shock
3 [31 Thermal-Vacuum
4 [_ | Temperature
5 f J Humidity
6 [^] Vibration
7 U Ambient
8 QTJ Acoustic
A
0
RFI/EMC
(15> Hardware Level
When Failed
i i ;i Pott
2 CJ S u b . A s s e m b l y
3 | | Assembly
4 [ [ Component
5 O System
6 I I Spacecraft
6) R E F E R E N C E
acecro f t Log Book #_ Page Test Procedure
') Description of the Malfunction:
Originator: Phone: I Orgoniiotion:
Do Not Wr i le in This Space
H I I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
Cause of the Malfunction:
Oo Not Wri te in This Space
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i r i i i i i i i i i
Cor rec t i ve Acnon Token: contact of wire and any other heater element component with organic
material.
C. Thermal Systems shall bake each unterminated heater assembly in air at 1,700 F for
a minimum of one hour.
orrect ive Action is Required on Other Units, List Units by Seriol No. S/N OOlj 002 .
[ Do Net Wr i te in This Space
L J_L J_L LLJJ
] (21) Foilure Analys is
Perfonr.ed'
(22) Act ion Taken on
Failed Unit
(23) Is Retest
Required7
(24) Retest Results
(25) Unit May Be
Used For
r Mo Day Date MR
Closed
1 1 1
YES NO
i u 2 L:
_1J_LL
Organization 1
Foilure Ana lys
1| 1 Rework/Repair 2 [ ~ j
Organization That Perfor-ne
1 f~] Yes
Sntisfac tor y
i cn
Flight
1 [~]
2 i;i NO
Unsof i s fif
2 i:
Tesi 0-ly
2 r
GSF C Projcc t Approve 1
•&•%£•&•%&£;••' '••-.'
il^ %$$:<&&; ! 1 1 '7
I I I I I I i I I I I ! I I I I I I II I I I I I I i I
Date .
Dote.
If Yf 5, State Retest ReqL- i rements
=1
GSFC MALFUNCTION REPORT NOD 02
f
1
&!
1
(1) F'ro| i-e«
RA.K-B
System or txpenmcn!
> 3) UpCfOl ion•'••:--.'••-->•'-''-'.'-•.•"--.'•.-;.-•.-'.-.'-.'••."•;.'••.•..•;.' --.--.-j (S) S p o c e c r o f t fry.
NAME
V ' )
Y1? JEJLLJ I I l I I I I I I I
(10) Assemb ly
I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I
( 1 1 ) Sub-Assembly
i I I I i i I I I i I i I i i
(12) Part
I I JL
(13) Malfunction
Occurred During
(14) Environnicnt
When Foiled
(6) Date 4 I imo
of Mal funct ion
Yr i Mo I Doy I Time
q I Ql 3| Q| 9 | | | |
IDENTIF ICATION NUMBER
I I I I I I I I I I
I I I
(7) Dote
of Report
SERIAL NUMBER
.U_J_i|_QLQl?_
I I I I I
' » >
Monufcc turcrs Porl Numberi M i i i i i i i m
Quol i f ieot ion Tes t 3 [ _J Integrotion T e s t 7 (_] Bench T e s t
Accep tonce Test 5 [7] Lounch Ope ra t i ons 8 ["") Post Launch Reliability t
tf .-,-;«
i|«j|r
_ M A N U F A C T U R E R
HcUfiil iiGu
Standard
5/lt
1 ("1 A c c e l c r o t i o r
2 O Shock
3 [2l! Thermal-Vocuun
4 ^\ Temperature
5 rj Hj-iidi:y
6 Q Vibrotion
7 [ ] Ambient
8 f3) Acoustic
A
o
I
(15) Hardware Level
When Fai led
1 O Port
2 [ ~| Sub-Assembly
3 [_) Assembly
4 rjTl Component
5 ffi System (VCPS)
Spocecro f t
(16) R E F E R E N C E
Spocccroft Log Book Page Test Procedure SVHS 5619
) D e s c r i p t i o n of ihe M a l f u n c t i o n : VCFS vra.s undergoing thermal verification testing at G. E., Valley F
per step 11 of Ref. Q'aaltty Test Procedure. At the end of 2 hours, tank temp, was ~
and line temp, was -13°F. The required temp, is UO°F min. Unit was returned to HS ('win
Locks, Ct.) for continuation of QualJr*y Test (authorized by TWX GSFC to H5 dated 5/12/72,
7/15/72.
Closure responsibility E. K. Moore
r o r i g i n a t o r : M. Bonar j L;— ' "|Phone:(203T~623-1621 xb9u |o-9anTTaT.on: Hamilton Standard
~T^T- Do Not Write Below This Line
INSTRUCTIONS
(1) Originotor - Fill in blocks (1) through (18), with oil known information,
as defined in instructions on the back of this form.
(2) Distribute copies in accordance with project directions.
GSFC MALFUNCTION REPORT NOD 02909
>j*cl (2) Spacecraft (3) Operation
1
t) Units
MRS C i S
-
stem or Experiment (6) Dote & Time
of Malfunction
Yr
.'£
Mo
r r
Day (7) Dale
of Report
Mo ay SrOriticai
'U. -JL.
NAME IDENTIFICATION NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER MANUFACTURER
1!?
) A s s e m b l y
I I I I M I I I I I I I I
) Sub-Assembly
I I I I I I I I I I
I Porf Manufacturers Part Number
I I I I I I I I
) Malfunction
Occurred During
1 (3 Qualification Test 3 f j Integration Tes t 7 ( 1 Bench Test
2 [ | Acceptance Test 5 [ 1 Launch Operations 8 ( | Post Launch S/13/72
) Environment
When Foiled
1 1 i Acceleration
2 n Shock
3 m Thermol-Vacuum
4 I I Temperature
5 | | Humidity
6 | | Vibration
7 ( | Ambient
8 [ I Acoustic
A [J RFI/EMC
0 I ! Vacuum
) Hardware Level
When Failed
1 n Port
2 l~~1 Sub-Assembly
3 | | Assembly
4 j I Component
5 (3 System ',
6 I I Spacecraft
tEFERENCE
raft Log Boole *_ Page . Test Procedure
Asc r ip t i on of the Mal funct ion:
OrganiI0tion:
W-ite in This Space -~ '
I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I I M I
of the Malfunction: A failure analysis of the VCPS thermal design vas conducted at Hamilton
,ard by comparing the reduced data from the thermal verification test to the original
al model. The thermal model input parameters were varied until the model prediction
ly approximated the test results. This analysis yielded the following conclusions:
e tank temperature distribution and rapid loss of teniperature vas duplicated by shorting
nternal tank thermal nodes together b) the tank nodes vere shorted during the thermal
,;.;.;. vXv.-
4ot Wr i te in This Space
I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
SggCffKXffigggJK verification test via natural connection of the pressurant gas, internal
tion and propellant sloshing c) the convection and radiation phenomenon vill exist under
t condition and should be included in the thermal model d) the thermal properties of the
llant line insulation would have to have been significantly poorer than expected by the
al model to yield the test results. Tests subsequently performed on line insulatlon re-
from the VCFS confirmed that the insulation thermal properties vere as poor as the VC?S
f ive Act ion is Required on Other Units, List Units by Serial No.
Not Write in This Space
Failure Ana lys i s
Performed7
Action Token on
Fo i led Unit
Is Re test
Required?
Retesl Resu l t s
Unit M.jy DC
Used For
Day Date MR
Closed
YES NO
i IX! 2 L:I
I I I I I I JLI I I i I I I I I I I M I
Organization That Performed Failure Ana lys is HSD
Failure Ana l ys i s Report Number _ AnR-2093-2 . 3-QQQ Dote 31 Anp;. 1QT2
1 [^ Rework/Repair 2 [^ Modified 3 |_~] Discarded 4 Qj Replaced 5 fj None
Organizat ion That Performed Re*urk/Reporr _ ___ .tl^
Dot,
1 [X] Yes 2 LI No If Yes, State Rct.st Requirement, Done - See BOOVe report
S a t i s f a c t o r y Unsat is fac to ry
. i XI
f light
1 Kl
Test Only
2 I!!
Rr iTior k n
GSFC Pro jec t Approval GSFC MRRT Appcovo l
74< Copy 4
i»rc MAuruwu i iuix KtruKi
P**i*cr,.'
PJIS-B $S2ii
•s^^jy^
(2) Spacecraft Operation
11
£5) System or Experiment '•_
I I i I {
(6) Dote& T.me
of Malfunction
Mo
"d
Day
017
Tim*
I
(?) Dot*
of Report
MO
NAME IDENTIFICATION NUMBER SERIAL NUMBER MANUFACTURER
l |3 ld qo
(10) Assemb ly
1 L _L_ I
(U) Sub-As.embly
II II
(12) Part Monufacturcr s Part Number
1 M i l l ) I I I I I HI
|(13) Ma l func t ion
Occurred During
(5 Qualification Test 3 Q I
Q Acceptqnst Test 5 Q Unun
Integration Test 7 I I Bench Test • ^ /~J
La ch Operotjon* 8 rj Pc»j lawoch _KfIiafr3-l^^"8 - ~rf' K '
|(I4) Environment
Wh«n Failed
Acceleration
Shock
3 f?1 Thermal-Vacuum
4 t 1 Temperature
5 j~] Humidity
6 Q Vibration
7 ( I Ambient
8 (~~) Acouif ic
A "
0
RFI/E
Vacuu
)(!$) Hardware Level
When Failed
Port
Sub-A*s«.mbly
3 r \ A»sembly
4 [ 1 Component
Sy.t.m
Spacecraft
(16) REFERENCE
Spacecraft Log Book ». Page . Test Procedure Para t.3.11
<t7) of the Moifunction: Tf'C!.'- •'tnti; T'V '"i Tj' r,h;>rr^.'.l ''? i'^' f i r a tl ~n '^ »s c '» ii^ at Cr» :L. , V j.'l '. T.V 7
3 A .i:••-. A""- tb'j -.-nd rsf ^ hr-irs, tink t^r.r*. vas
^gtri.-^vi t-r ' r f»« ' s '.-')°:-' rrJ.n.
hy PiJA CofC t? H.'i dated
^t clo~ur'd a^te is "/!;>/ 7?
r>"-:i'|V'.r.g'i b'' IA -^y :•. . K. V'o
(18) Originotor: ?t . B ^ TUU", / )\.-•«•'* |Phone:\ 2 ?: S ) ^^-l^?! XiV'1!'j Orgoniiotion: H.?Ttl t.Qn "'t-?
DC Nst Write in TSis S
l I V I 'l 'l ; l ' m
(19) Cause of the Malfunction: ( Continued)
test results indicated. Hamilton then conducted a series of development tests on various li
insulation configurations. It vas found that line insulation could be manufactured ar.d
assembled vith. substantially improved thermal characterirtics but uhat it would require addi
tional line heater power even when the best line insulation configuration was used.
m
Do Not Wr i te in This Spocc
I I I I I I I M I M M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I } I I I II MI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I 1 I I I . 1 rC'X
Corrective Action Token:Agreement wa.s then reached with NASA to proceed with the following action:
a) determine by analysis any changes to the tank thermal design required to maintain proper
flight temperatures b) remove and replace the line insulation with the best available confin
ration c) replace the thermocouple instrumentation with G.P.E. thermistors d) rewire the pro
pellant line heaters to provide 1 watt heat input to each line e) conduct a thermal vacuum t
on the VCI-'S propollant line, simulating worst case specification vith-zero sun input. The t
f Correct ive A c. lion is Required on Other Units, List Units by Seriol No. _(7f20 Continued On attached shee t )
120)
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1yi
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!
poc
(21) Failure Analys is
Per lorrnec!?
(22) Act ion Taken on
Foiled Unit
(23) Is Kt
Requ
itf ) Rete
(25) Un.l
Used
Yr
1
Ma
1
t e s t
ired?
^t Re SL t s
Moy Be
For
Doy
|
"•"•."-.''**%•
;*•;•>;•>>;
DotcMR
Closed
,
C
 1 1 1 II! 1
YES NO Orgoniiotion That PC
1 [X] Z (~1 Failure Ana lvs i s Rep
1 QXj Rewurk/Repair 2 [/^ Mod if
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Section I
Test Background
A) Instrumentation and Calibration List
B) Block Diagram of Test System
C) Illustration of Item & Transducer Location
D) Random Analysis Outline
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LABORATORY OPERATIONS KNGINl^RING
TEST EQUIPMENT
RIG 26 MB C210
I TEN
Signal
Conditioner
Signal
Conditioner
Logarithmic
Converter
Logarithmic
Converter
Exciter
Control
'Differential AC/
DC Voltmeter
Wide Range
Oscillator
Oscilloscope
'Counter
Dynamic
Analyzer
'Spectral
Density
Voltmeter
X-Y Plotter
X-Y Plotter
Dynamic
Analyzer
MANUFACTURER
Unholtz-Dickie
Unholtz-Dickie
Moseley
Moseley
MB
Electronics
John Fluke
Hewlett Packard
Hewlett Packard
Anadex
Spectral Dynamics
Ballantine
Moseley
Hewlett Packard
Spectral Dynamics
ACCURACY
±2%
±2%
±^ %
±5#
±h%
+0.05%
±2%
±5%
+1 Count
Linearity
+J>% D.C.
Out
±0.25db
Filter
Sig.±0.25db
±2°/o
±5%
±5%
±0.25db
Log D.C.
MODEL
610RM-3
610R
N165-T2
7561A
N575/
576
803BR
200CDR
130C
CF200R
SD101A
321
135
7030A
SD101B
S/N
133
202
U51
825-00944
142
582
229-
k^ k
3200-1326
2933
233
866
15^ 2
823-01313
39
Sine ..'ave Center Ling Electronics SCO-1CO 39
Standard Calibration Period - Entire system 2 months and also item * are k months,
c3
TEST EQUIPMENT (c o n t .d)
RIG 26 MB CT-IO
ITEM
Galvanometer
Amplifier
Attenuator
Constant Level
Output Adapter
Tape Junction
Unit
Oscilloscope
Time Base
Horiz. Plug-In
Four Trace Vert.
Amp. Plug In
Spectrum Equalizer
Spectrum Equalizer
Channel Mode
Selector
Low Frequency
Equalizer
Manual Selector
Switch
Channel Mode
Selector
Control Panel
Driver Amplifier
Dual Noise
Generator
MANUFACTURER
Honeywell
Hewlett Packard
Spectral Dynamics
HSD
Tektronix
Tektronix
Tektronix
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
MODEL
T66A-
500
350A
SDH
B
RM561-A
2B67
3A74
SE80D
SE80C
CM40B
S/N
6-3373
E11060
39
1
009168
016133
003197
113
Ilk
271
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
5LF-8A
SSM-100A
CM^OB
CP-10B
A-10
GRN200B
Ilk
263
170
165
167
85<
Ti^ST EQUIPMENT (cont 'd)
RIG 26 ME C210
ITEM
Meter Range
Selector
Meter Range
Selector
Power
Distribution
Displacement
Limiter
Multiple
Level Control
Multiple Channel
Amplifier
Equalizer
By-Pass
Control Panel
Amplitude
Protector Control
Null Meter Panel
Power Supply
Amplifier
Exciter
Low Pass Filter
Power Supply
Power Supply
Power Supply
Power Supply
Spectrum Analyzer
Spectrum Analyzer
MANUFACTURER
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
Ling Electronics
MODEL
MR'tOB
MR40B
PB10
N20
N661
N270
N322
N619
N56
N152
N138
5140
C210
N171
APS102
APS10A
APS1130
APS 103
SA100
SA100
282
278
162
429
340
401
586
344
481
315
168
302
251
360
32
165
113
27
162CAB-A
162CAB-B
8G<
TEST iv.i
RIG 26 KB C210 (cont'd)
ITEM
Master Schedule
Selector
elector
Signal Selector
Tape Recorder
Visicorder
Galvanometer
Amplifier
Signal Selector
• aveform
Synth ec-.iz.er
Power Supply
Transducer
Excitation
Multiple Channel
Scanner
Power Selector
Power Amplifier
Peak Notch
Equalizer
Master Control
Panel
Variable Gain
Amplifier
X-Y Recorder
Input Selector
MANUFACTURER
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
Ampex
Honeywell
Honeywell
MB Electronics
Exact
MB Electronics
ENDEVCO
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MB Electronics
MODEL
N230
N151-T1
N151-T1
FR1200
1508
T66A-500
Mlr>l-Tl
20
SR1000EP
N280-T2
N320
N290
H20
N2'-fO
N310
S/N
397
58?
616
122-
0301
15-2098
6-3383
586
375
135
MBOl
403
215
579
317
C6
S7<
Hamilton
Standard
U
AIRCF
P®
DIV1SKDN OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATO
C8
88<
Hamilton U
DIVISION <-•* .iNlTfcO AIRCPAF ' CORP
Standard P.
Laboratory Operations Engineering
TEST EQUIPMENT
Item
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Accelerometer
Manufacturer
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Endevco
Accuracy
*2*
t2*
12*
t&
tft
t&
±2%
ttf-
*2*
t&
+-2*
+ 2%
±2%
±2%
+ -)0.
-/ -o
12%
+ o o,
-Z -o
+
 ?9-
-/-6
+ oq,
-Z -o
Model
2226
2226
2226
2226
2226
2226
2226
2226
2226
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2222
2215
2215
2215
2215
S/N
NB62
TD40
TE83
TD44
TG75
WR11
TD45
TD48
TG74
XM21
YK20
XN32
XJ29
RN81
WF75
VG57
VH49
WH97
VH46
Calibrated
3-20-72
3-9-72
3-20-72
3-20-72
3-20-72
3-9-72
3-9-72
3-9-72
3-9-72
4-10-72
4-10-72
4-10-72
4-10-72
3-23-72
4-10-72
3-9-72
3-9-72
3-9-72
3-9-72
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
Standard calibration period is 2 months.
A • Used for this test.
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HAMILTON STANDARD MBPONT NO.
RANDOM VIBRATION ANALYSIS
METHOD B
The power spectrum density analyzer is a SD301B REAL TIME ANALYZER
and a SD302A ENSEMBLE AVERAGER whose calibration for each test is
based on a calibrated signal supplied from equipment listed in the
instrumentation section.
1. ANALYZER PARAMETERS
Analysis Range Bandwidth (Hz)
Upper Limits (Hz) (3db Filter)
20,000
10,000
5,000
2,000
500
100
50
10
60
30
15
6
1.5
0.30
0.15
0.03
'Resolution
(Hz)
20
10
A
1
0.2
0.1
0.02
Effective (Noise)
Bandwidth (Hz)
6k
32
16
6.V
1.6
0.32
0.16
0.032
'Spacing Of filter location.
20 DEGREES OF FREEDOM ,
For real time analysis the bandwidth resolution is the
reciprocal of the analysis period (BT = l).
N = 2 x B x T x (No. of Ensembles)
N = 2x No. of Ensembles
No. of Ensembles available:
1, 2, >+, 8, 16, ?2, 6k (normally used unless specified),
128, 256, 512, 1024.
H« P-MA T/M
C2k
10 5<
H AMIL TON STANDARD REPORT NO.
Section II
X - Axis
A) Sine Data
B) Random Data
Hf F-»2A 7/82
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Hamilton,
Standard
U
Pfe COAPOMATIOM
RANDOM V I B R A T I O N TEST
A N A L Y S I S METHOD B
HSF-1635 S
REPORT NO.
c
RIG
* '• ^~±L£
OPERATOR
£ M.
TEST ENGINEER
'•-'• &•/*?.
PLOTTED BY
-S"" M.
CHECKED BY
T ' < ? •
TRACE NO.
/3
DATE
y-/£~72
TEST NO.
/o
TIME
0650
100 1000 2000
FREQUENCY — HZ
INPUT LEVEL
GRMi
EXCITATION AXIS
X
ACCEL- SERIAL NUMBER
ACCEL- SENSING AXIS
X
ACCEL. SENSITIVITY
MV RMS
GPCOL
-
ANAL FILTER - HZ B.W.
SWEEP SPEED - OCT/Mlh
T~fME CONSTANT - SEC
ANNAL. CALIBRATION
PERIOD OF TEST
START END '
DURATION
2,0 M IN
NON
OPERATING
TEMP.
TAPE REEL NO.
C /2.Z.
^CONTROL [~|RESPONSE
PICKUP LOCATION
Ai\
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
VCpS uc \OR-O
ANO r«a.ssvj a\^EO»
PROJECT
RAE-&
ITEM
VCPS
SPEC.
AT- VCPS
CODE
 Sy
74^7^0 -/
PARA.
4^.3,7/ S
SERIAL NUMBER
OO<DO /
AMEND.
rtorg i f y
TYPE OF TEST
G?L/AU
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Logs
A) Operator Log
B) Instrumentation Master & Running Log
C) Data Reduction Log
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APPENDIX D
GSFC MASS PROPERTIES REPORT
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SVHSER 6l8U - RAE-B
GAS MANIFOLD MODIFICATION REPORT
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RAE-B VCPS GAS .MANIFOLD
MODIFICATION REPORT
Prepared by:
E. K. Mo6re
RAE-B Project Manager
Approved by:
R. L. Steinberg -
RAE-B Program Manager
Date: 15 March 1973
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INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes the program undertaken by Hamilton Standard in
response to contract change order $18 to modify the Radio Astronomer
Explorer -B, Velocity Control Propulsion Subsystem (RAE-B, VCPS) to
offset intertank transfer of fluids.
The need for such a modification was revealed during a Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) system analysis wherein it was shown that an
initial minor VCPS fluid unbalance would ultimately cause major un-
balance and vehicle Z axis perturbation.
The program at Hamilton Standard included a study of various methods
to eliminate intertank transfer of fluids, the implementation of the
selected system and acceptance testing to confirm system leakage and
cleanliness integrity.
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OBJECTIVE" •'•
To select and.implement a method of preventing intertank transfer of
fluids in the RA.E-B VCPS with minimum impact on weight, reliability,
schedule and the Propellent Servicing Cart (PSC) configuration.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. A method was selected which did not require changes in basic
loading and pressurizing procedures.
2. The method was implemented without sacrifice of system cleanli-
ness or leakage as evidenced by acceptance testing.
3. Weight increase was minimal at plus O.k pounds.
4. The modification to the subsystem requires rebalancing and
redetermination of mass properties.
5. The VCPS modification was accomplished within the time period
allotted.
, SVHSERStandard ft®
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that:
1. The VCPS be rebalanced and mass properties be redetermined by
the NASA.
2. Liquid and gas loading procedures be reexamined including both
vacuum and pressure fill methods.
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DISCUSSION .
I. Study Phase
A number of candidate methods to prevent intertank transfer of fluids
were studied and were previously reported. See Appendix A, "RAE-B
VCPS.Intertank Propellant Transfer Modification Report". The report
suggested either of two methods be used.
Method IV-B provided a weight saving but required new fluid and gas
loading procedures. Method III added a small amount of weight but
did not require new liquid and gas loading procedures. GSFC elected
to use Method III.
II. Design Phase
The design requirements for implementing Method III, which utilizes
four Fill and Vent Valves instead of a single Fill and Vent Valve,
consisted of:
Establishing locations for four fill and vent valves so that;
one common mounting bracket design could be used, pressurizing
hoses could be installed without interference with each other or
space vehicle components, weight increase was minimized and
finally, unbalance was held to a minimum.
It was determined that two brackets and valves could be attached to
the hub in quadrant + x-y and two in quadrant - x+y. In each
quadrant the valves would face one another but be offset along the
Z axis for hose clearance. The new gas lines from tanks to valves
utilized existing arm mounted tube clamps to minimize new hardware
and reduce hole drilling requirements. Page 2 of drawing SV7^ 8720
Appendix B, shows the new valve, bracket and gas line locations.
The new bracket is similar in design to other brackets, but is covered
with aluminized mylar tape instead of gold plate as a procurement
expediency. Drawing SV755^ 31, Appendix B, shows the new valve bracket.
The bracket used to locate the original Fill and Vent Valve was left
attached to the +x arm so that the arm would not have to be detached
to remove the loose rivet segments from the interior of the arm which
would have resulted if the bracket were removed.
E6''
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III. Qualification Test Phase
The valve and bracket were assembled and subjected to a qualification
test per specification SVHS 5997 (See Appendix C).
The valve which was planned to be used for the test was the VCPS spare
(GFE) Fill and Vent Valve. This valve leaked excessively when tested
and rather than delay testing pending disposition of the valve by
GSFC, a new valve was substituted and the test resumed.
. The qualification test was completed without incident except that the
test unit was misindexed relative to the X-Y axis by 36°. Since the
misindexing resulting in higher effective loadings to the test unit
than the true position, GSFC agreed that the outage was acceptable.
The leaking valve was delivered to GSFC for failure analysis. The
bracket was delivered to government stores as a VCPS spare and the
qualification valve was installed as one of the four on the VCPS.
The qualification test report is in Appendix D.
IV. VCPS: Modification Phase -,
The VCPS modification was accomplished in several steps:
1. Gas manifold removal
2. Bracket and valve installation
3. Tube fit-up, cleaning and passivation
k. Tube welding
5. In process inspection
Step 1. To accomplish gas manifold removal without system contamination,
the following procedure was used for each tubing cut:
a. Pressurize system to 5 psig using dry filtered nitrogen.
b. Slowly cut tubing using "chipless" tube cutter.
c. install squaring tool and square end of cut tube using fine cut
file.
d. Ream tube I.D. and remove burrs.
e. Remove squaring tool and flood area with clean Isopropyl Alcohol
to remove all visible particles. Allow to dry.
f. Tape tube end.
ET
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Step 2. The hub bracket mounting holes were drilled and burred using
the following procedure:
a. Remove insulation blanket from hub.
b. Establish hole locations
GO Set up shop vacuum to catch drill chips
d. Drill and burr holes
e. Assure all chips have been collected
After hole drilling and burring, the brackets were mounted to the hub,
then the valves were mounted to the brackets using required bolts,
washers and nuts. The brackets were taped with aluminized mylar tape
before installation.
Step 3. After the valves had been installed, each tube which had been
prebent to design layouts, was fitted and cut to length, following
which it was cleaned to specification HS 3150 level CE-5. (See
Appendix E for CE-5 level).
Following cleaning, the tubes and valves were passivated per note 68
of drawing SV7^ 8720 except pressure was 15 psia. The passivation
procedure is as follows:
a. One hour application of a 30-35% Nglfy - remainder H20 solution
at 73 ± 10°F with wetted interior portions of the tubes and valves
completely filled.
b. Fill completely as in step (a) with lOO1^ WgHJi and attach an external
ullage volume of 30 ± 2 cu. in. With the system vented, raise the
temperature to 120 ± 5°F. After U. hours, close the vent and maintain
temperature for 2k hours while monitoring pressure. Pressure
rise shall not exceed 7 psid in 2k hours. Note; If pressure
rise does exceed 7 psid, terminate test.
No pressure rise was observed in the 2k hour period.
Following passivation, tube cleanliness was again verified to the. CE-5
level.
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Step h. Prior to tube welding, the tubes were taped with aluminized
mylar to within approximately 1 1/2 inches of the tube ends. The
tubes were then held in position by a fixture clamp at one end and by
the Astro-Arc welding head at the other. Each weld was made auto-
matically using previously established machine settings. Two weld
samples were made prior to welding and two additional samples were
made after all welding was complete. All weld samples vere radio-
graphically examined.
Step 5. Following welding, each of the eight welds was die penetrant
inspected and "snoop" checked at 300 psig. The system was then
checked for cleanliness per HS 3150 using isopropyl alcohol.
Finally the insulating blanket was reinstalled and the VCPS released
for Acceptance Testing.
V. Acceptance Test Phase
Following the modifications and in-process inspections (Phase TV), the
unit was acceptance tested per SVHS 5618 ATA No. 2 (See Appendix ?).
The acceptance test consisted of the following individual tests:
Examination of Product
Weight
Proof Pressure
External Leakage
Contamination Check
Post Test Inspection
Following completion of the contamination check, and before Post Test
Inspection, taping with aluminized mylar tape was completed.
i
All tests were completed in accordance with acceptance criteria.
VI. Schedule
— — — ^ ^— • ]
The VCPS was modified in accordance with the plan and schedule of
Appendix G.
E9
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INTRODUCTION
At the direction of NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center to modify
the VCPS to prevent intertank propellant transfer, a study of
various system modifications was undertaken to decide which
changes would have the least impact (manufacturing, weight and
cost) to the subsystem. Also, a flow analysis of the selected
tank isolation methods was prepared to further substantiate the
choice. This report includes both the various system tradeoffs
and the flow analysis associated with the VCPS modifications.
E13
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SUMMART
After reviewing the various modification options which could be
incorporated on the VCPS, the analysis associated with modifi-
cation Method IV-B, and the demonstration flow test, changing
the VCPS propellant feed system to the configuration illustrated
in the Method IV-B schematic appears to be the best approach for
retrofitting the VCPS. This method offers the advantages of
lighter weight and minimum impact on mechanical changes to the
VCPS and GSE Cart.
The addition of individual fill and drain valves for each tank
is also an acceptable approach but results in additional VCPS
weight and a more complex VCPS rework. This approach, Method
III, was not analyzed since the fill procedure is identical to
that used for the present system except for manifolding the four
pressurant fill and drain valves together. This permits simul-
taneous gas pressurization of the tanks from a single source on
the GSE Cart.
ElU
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RAE-B VCPS PROPEHANT FEED SYSTEM MODIFICATION TRADEOFF
The following propellant feed system schematics represent methods
of accomplishing prevention of intertank propellant transfer.
Each schematic modification has comments regarding the impact of
the change to the VCPS, to the RAE-B spacecraft, or to the GSE.
After reviewing the various options available to prevent inter-
tank propellant transfer, the subsystem modification which appears
t o offer the greatest advantages is Method TV-B. This change
offers the least impact to the system while providing a subsystem
of lighter weight. The second choice would be Method III where
the use of RAE-B qualified hardware could be utilized with no
restraints on the spacecraft other than additional weight of the
VCPS. The flow analysis which is in the following section is for
Method TV-B.
The weight impact of the two modification methods considered is
as follows. The results are for the worst case which assumes the
VCPS balance weight to be in the region of the existing gas mani-
fold.
Delta Weight
Method TV-B ** All Ibs reduction
Method III & 1.18 Ibs additional
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FLOW ANALYSIS OF HS SELECTED MODIFICATION
The flow analysis presented in this section is prepared against
propellant feed system modification Method TV-B. The analysis is
divided into the following three sections:
Propellant Fill
Pressurant Fill
Propellant Withdrawal
The primary objective of these analyses is to determine the un-
balance effects, if any, on the VCPS.
The propellant fill.case is not of primary concern other than
assuring that propellant flows to all tanks equally with the
exception of the line volume effects. The primary goal of the
pressurant fill analysis is to determine the degree of unbalance
that exists between propellant tanks after pressurant fill and the
system pressure has stabilized — equal pressure in all tanks. The
objective of the propellant withdrawal analysis is to determine the
propellant expulsion efficiency. Without the tank pressurant mani-
fold, each tank blows down independently where it is possible for
one tank to ingest pressurant just before the others because of '
slightly different initial pressurant volumes.
The analysis indicates that an unbalance of 13 oz-in may exist
after propellant and pressurant loading without adjustment of
the balance weight. -To assure that the system does fill as pre-
dicted for Method IV-B, an evaluation of the fill process would be
demonstrated using the actual VCPS. This would be accomplished
by cutting into the pressurant manifold at discreet positions,
which would not affect the final direction of the modification, and
sealing off these lines.
The propellant "blow-down" analysis indicates that the expulsion
efficiency will be 99.83 percent instead of 99.98 percent which was
initially predicted.
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SUMMARY OF FLOW DEMONSTRATION TEST
Prior to preparing the flow analysis for Method IV-B a laboratory
test set-up was made of the system to demonstrate physically how
the liquid and gas flowed in this configuration. Using flasks and
tubing the conceptual arrangement of the VCPS tanks and lines was
simulated. This set-up was then connected to a source of water
and nitrogen to demonstrate the liquid and gas fill procedure. A
sketch of the demonstration set-up is included.
The fill procedure was that which would be required to fill the
arrangement as shown in Method IV-B where the propellant must be
loaded prior to final pressurization thru the single fill and drain
port. Water was introduced into the system and the flow observed
as each of the line and flasks filled. As expected, the line to
the flask closest to the fill port started to fill first with flow
continuing to the remaining flasks. This filling sequence results
because the gas remaining in the lines is displaced and compressed
into each of the flasks. In the actual system this procedure will
occur and the first part of the preceding flow analysis shows the
magnitude of this effect. After partially filling the flasks with
water, nitrogen was introduced slowly into the set-up and the flow
visually observed. Again the fluid in the line closest the fill
port was displaced first with the longest lines filling last. As
the flasks were pressurized with nitrogen there was no evidence that
any uneven flow condition existed other than the initial distribution
of fluid within the feed lines to the flasks. The magnitude of the
propellant quantity differences between tanks after final pressuri-
zation and stabilization is shown in the previous analysis section.
As a part of the flow demonstration test, the flasks closest and
farthest from the fill port were weighed prior to and after filling
and pressurization. The difference in weight was that attributable
to the fluid displaced in the manifold. The fluid flow analysis
and demonstration test appear to indicate that the tanks will fill
equally by Method IV-B with any propellant unbalance being the
result of tank geometry tolerances and propellant displaced from
the feed lines.
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1.0
2.0
2.1
2.1.1
2.1.2
3.0
SCOPE
This document specifies the Qualification Testing to be performed on
the Valve and Bracket to be used on the RAE-B VCPS. The valve and
bracket will be added to the VCPS subsequent to its qualification
tests and the tests required herein will demonstrate the suitability
of the valve and bracket for use on the qualified subsystem.
GENERAL . . '
Applicable Documents
Military
MIL-STD-810
Others
S-T23-P-19
S-320-G-1
S-320-RAE-3
NHB 5300.1* (IB)
NFC 200-3
NPC 250-1
TEST OBJECTIVE
Environmental Test Methods
Subsystem Specification, VCPS
General Environmental Test Specification for
Spacecraft and Components
Subsystem Test Specification for RAE-B
Quality Program Provisions for Space Systems
Contractors
Inspection, System Provisions for Suppliers
of Space Components
Reliability Program Provisions for Space
Systems Contractors
The purpose of this qualification test is to demonstrate the suit-
ability of a Fill and Vent Valve and Bracket subassembly for use on
the qualified RAE-B VCPS.
TEST PROGRAM
The test program shall consist of the following tests:
Test Test Paragraph
Leakage
Vibration
Leakage
k.I.l
U.1.2
U.I.I
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4.1 Test Descriptions ,
4.1.1 Leakage
4.1.1.1 Objective - The purpose of the leakage test is to demonstrate leakage
integrity of the valve before and after being subjected to vibration.
4.1.1.2 Facilities - The leakage test shall be performed using standard helium
leak test equipment, such as the Veeco leak detector.
4.1.1.3 Test Setup - The leakage test shall be setup and tested per Figure 1.
4.1.1.4 Test Procedure .
a. Mount the valve per Figure 1.
b. Calibrate the helium leak detector.
c. Pressurize the valve to 300 ± 5 psia with helium with the cap off.
d. Record valve leakage rate for 3 minutes.
e. Depressurize and cap the valve.
f. Pressurize the valve to 300 ± 5 psia with helium.
g. Record valve leakage for 3 minutes.
h. Shut off helium supply and depressurize.
NOTE: To close fill and vent valves, torque nut to 25 ± 2 in-lbs
above running torque. (Running torque is that torque required
to turn nut before valve bottoms out). To open fill and vent
valves, turn nut 1 1/2 turns in opening direction from closed
position. When caps are installed, torque to 45 - 60 in-lbs.
4.1.1,'S Acceptance Criteria
a. Leakage in the uncapped condition shall not exceed 1.0 x 10"^  sec
helium.
b. Leakage in the capped condition shall not exceed 1.0 x 10" sec
helium
E4U
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REV
k
.2,1 Objective - The purpose of the vibration test is to demonstrate the
capability of the valve and bracket to withstand without deleterious
effects, the vibration requirement of SP-723-P-19. V
.2.2 Facilities - The vibration test shall be performed at Hamilton Standard
in the Space Systems Laboratory.
.2.3 Test Setup - The valve and bracket shall be hard mounted to a fixture
per Figure 2. Accelerometers shall be installed per Figure 2. The
valve shall be closed and capped (see note paragraph U.l.l.U). For
axis definition see SV7U8720.
.2.U Test Procedure - Subject the valve and bracket to the vibration levels
below.
Sinusoidal
Sweep Rate
Axis Frequency (Hz) Level Octave/Min.
Z 5-11 .U8 in. DA 2.0
11-17 ± 2.3 gpk 2.0
17-23 ± 6.8 gpk 1.5
23-200 ± 2.3 gpk 2.0
200-700 ± 3.0 gpk 2.0
700-2000 ±10.0 gpk 2.0
X & Y 6-8.9 -75 in. DA 2.0
8.9-lU ± 3 - 0 gpk 2.0
lU-200 ± 1.5 gpk 2.0
200-600 ± 5.0 gpk 2.0
600-2000 ± 7-5 gpk 2.0
Random
Axis Frequency (Hz) PSD Grms Duration
X, Y, Z ' • 20 .0029 g2/!^] U min.
1
 20-500 +3 db/oct (-9.16 per
300-2000 .OU5 g2/Hz \ axis
U.l.2.5
NOTE: The filter roll off characteristic above 2000 Hz shall be at
a minimum rate of Uo db/octave or greater.
Acceptance Criteria - Visual examination shall reveal no permanent
damage.
EU5
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,S.O-* O* UN.TED ..PCRAFT COBPOO.TON SVHSER 6l 8^Standard P®
APPEI\IDIX
CE-5 CLEANLINESS LEVEL
E58
313<
Hamilton;
Standard
U
i AIRC
fi©
OF UNITED IRCRAFT CORPOfl»TlON SVHSER 6184
CE-5 Cleanliness Level
Non-Volatile
Particle Size
(Microns)
5-10*
10-25
25-50
50-100
100
Particle Count
(Particles/ft2)
1200
200
50
5**
0
Residue
(grams)
N/A
Visual
Inspection
Required
P^articles below listed ranges shall cause no discoloration
of membrane filters.
**Metal particles larger than 50 microns in size, shall not be allowed.
E59
Hamilton U
DIVISION OP UNITED AIRC
Standard p
PAFT CORPORATION
APPENDIX
Acceptance Test Plan
E60
315<
<c yet
imllton Standard — - -— M— —
la* LOCK*. eo*mecYrcuY OSGM M«
•HORITY FOR TEMPORARY ALTERATION
3F SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
8V HS J6l8
ATA NUMB Kit
 0^
OODB ID BNT NQ •
73030 •""* • ^  3
*N BY ICUBTOMKR
B. K. Moore | Qoddard Space Flight Center
See *tt»chment
A modification to the VCPS require^  that only a portion of the Production
Acceptance Teat be repeated.
I»LV/TB»T MKOONDINO
U
NO
No
UIB* INVOL.VBD
OF MAIN If
N/A
INVTMU6TIC
Nona
AND/OM 1 UNIT*
• •NIAL NUMIBM MIOONO
3J.6<
SVHS 5618
ATA NoJt.
3.0 Change to read: "The PAT is conducted to verify the leakage integrity
of the VCPS."
4.3 Add - Isopropyl alcohol per TT-I-735
4.4 Change to read: "The Acceptance Test shall be conducted in the
following sequence :
Test Ref .
Examination of Product 4
Weight 4.5.3 _
Proof Pressure - 4,5,4
External Leakage 4,5,6
Contamination Check 4 -.5 .8...
Post Test Inspection 4.5.7 £'
4.5.2 Delete.
4.5.3.4 Change to read, "The dry weight of the completed VCPS .shall be noted,"
4.5.4.2 Add to end of sentence, "or equivalent."
4.5.4.3 Change to. read: . .. '.
i •
"b. Connect the gas fill and vent valves to the gas manifold and open
the four pressurant fill valves."
c. Delete
f. Delete '
g. Delete "using GN2" . :
4.5.5 Delete.
4.5.6,3 Change to read: "a." delete
Figure I Delete
Figure II Delete
4.5,8 Cpntaminat ion Check
4.5.8.1 Objective: To demonstrate that the. VCPS modification has not
contaminated the VCPS. .
4.5.8.2 Description of Test
If, 5, 8. 2.1 Test Facilities - The contamination check shall be performed using
the Flush Rig 100 and shall be performed in the Hamilton Standard
clean room facilities .
4,5.8.2.2 Test Instrumentation - Instrumentation shall be as required, by
SVP 161.
E62
SVHS 5618 .
ATA No .
4.5.8.2.3 Procedure ..
a. With the four fill and vent valves open, load ieppropyl aleiohol
into -the' VCPS until alcohol discharges from each of the four vent
valves .
b. Close the vent valves and rotate the VCPS to wet tank internal
surfaces .
c. Open the vent valves and drain the VCPS, collecting an effluent
sample and verify the VCPS cleanliness as directed by SVP l6l.
d. Vacuum dry the VCPS at 2000 microns until the VCPS does not.
exhibit a pressure rise to the vapor pressure of IPA after
removing the vacuum source.
4.5.8.3 Acceptance Criterion - The effluent sample checked shall meet the
cleanliness level of CE-5 per SVHS 3150.
E63
£? 0,V,SO~ OP ON.TED »,»C».FT CO»««.TON SVHSER 6l8k
APPENDIX
SCHEDULE
E6U
313<
***
